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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Several researchers have suggested the use of ridged soil surface 
configurations as a soil management tool to improve the plant root 
environment. Buchele et al. (1955) determined that planting in a ridge 
can help alleviate slow seed germination and seedling growth caused by 
cool and wet soil conditions in the spring. Radke (1982) concluded that 
ridge farming systems could help control erosion by leaving crop 
residues on the surface and yet have a favorable temperature regime in 
the seed zone. Controlled wheel traffic has also been suggested as a 
method to minimize the proportion of soil adversely affected by wheel-
induced compaction. Bauder et al. (1985) showed increased root 
development for tillage systems with controlled wheel traffic, which 
is easier to achieve with a ridged tillage system. 
Soil temperature and water content are two soil environmental 
factors that partially control seed germination, seedling growth, and 
root development. Temperature is dependent on water content through 
thermal conductivity and volumetric heat capacity dependence on volu­
metric water content, heat transport by liquid water flow, and heat 
transport by vaporization, transport, and condensation of water vapor. 
Water transport is dependent on heat movement through temperature 
effects on the physical properties of water and temperature-induced 
water vapor movement. Any method describing management effects on water 
and heat movement in soils must consider the coupled aspect of water 
and heat. 
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Research on ridge configuration and subsurface compaction has been 
impeded by the lack of methods to describe effects of ridge configura­
tion and zonal compaction on the soil and root environment. Several 
researchers have solved coupled water and heat transport problems for 
nonuniform soils, but most have focused on the surface boundary 
condition. Milly and Eagleson (1980) and Milly (1982) presented solu­
tions for one-dimensional coupled water and heat transport that could 
consider properties of different soil layers, but few solutions have 
been presented for the two-dimensional problem. 
The objective of this study was to use currently understood water 
and heat transport theory to describe subsurface water and heat movement 
as affected by internal nonuniform transport properties and by 
nonuniform surface configurations and boundary fluxes. 
The study is presented in two sections, each containing a 
manuscript submitted to a scientific journal. The first, entitled 
"Coupled Water and Heat Transport in Nonuniform Soils," was submitted 
to the Soil Science Society of America Journal and contains: Introduc­
tion, Governing Equations, Initial and Boundary Conditions, Numerical 
Approach, Inclusion of Boundary Conditions, Atmospheric Boundary, 
Required Input, Solution Verification, Numerical Experiments, List of 
Variables, and Reference subsections. Figures and tables are included 
within the text on separate pages. The second section, entitled "Ridge 
Tillage Effects on Water and Heat Transport," was submitted to Soil and 
Tillage Research and contains Introduction, Materials and Methods, 
3 
Results and Discussion, and Reference subsections. Figures and tables 
are also included in the text. These sections are followed by a summary 
and discussion of the results. Literature used in the General 
Introduction and Summary and Conclusions is cited. 
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SECTION I. COUPLED WATER AND HEAT TRANSPORT 
IN NONUNIFORM SOILS 
5 
ABSTRACT 
Most theoretical soil water and heat transport solutions assume 
a uniform soil material with uniform transport properties. This 
simplification is not usually applicable to a field situation. 
Nonuniform soil conditions, as caused by wheel traffic, tillage, 
compaction, ridged surfaces, surface mulches, or shading, must be 
considered to adequately describe subsurface water and heat movement. 
A finite element solution to the governing equations for coupled water 
and heat transport was developed. Nonuniform heat and water transport 
properties and nonuniform boundary conditions are easily included in 
the problem specifications with this method. Test results against 
analytical transient heat transport and water transport solutions show 
the numerical solution to be stable and convergent on a close approxi­
mation of the analytical solution. Coupled water and heat transport 
in a simulated wheel track is presented as an example of model use. 
Management effects on subsurface chemical transport, surface water and 
heat flux, and seedling environment can be inferred from the water and 
heat distributions predicted by this model. 
Additional Index Words; finite elements, finite differences, numerical 
models, wheel tracks, ridges, tillage, compaction, mulches, boundary 
value problems, Galerkin method, weighted residuals 
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INTRODUCTION 
Soil temperature and water content are of great concern to many 
agricultural scientists. Temperature controls the rate of many 
biological and chemical processes such as rate of nitrogen transforma­
tion and pesticide degradation. The soil water content at time of 
tillage can affect soil changes resulting from tillage operations. Soil 
temperature and water content partially determine the rate of seed 
germination and seedling growth. Knowledge of water content and/or 
temperature changes through time could help explain observed changes 
in biological processes. 
Most soils are nonuniform, i.e., nonhomogeneous and anisotropic. 
Nonuniform soil transport properties may be caused by wheel traffic, 
tillage, stratified soil materials, or compaction. Water and heat flux 
variations across the soil surface may be influenced by the surface 
configuration, surface mulches, or surface shading. Most theoretical 
soil water and heat transport solutions assume a uniform soil material 
with uniform transport properties. This simplification is not usually 
applicable to a field situation. Many examples exist in the literature 
that show the effect of soil nonuniformities on subsurface temperature 
and water distribution. Radke (1982) measured warmer temperatures 
beneath the side of a ridge more directly exposed to sunlight compared 
either with the opposite side of the ridge or to the furrow between 
ridges. Horton et al. (1984) measured cooler temperatures beneath a 
crop row than in the interrow area and attributed the temperature 
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difference to shading by the crop canopy. Mahrer and Katan (1981) 
examined soil temperature distribution changes induced by a transparent 
polyethylene mulch and showed a warmer soil temperature beneath the 
mulch. Reicosky et al. (1981) demonstrated that soil compaction can 
change the matric potential distribution beneath the soil surface during 
soil drying. To correctly solve the field problem, the nonuniform 
nature of the soil material must be addressed. 
Philip and de Vries (1957) and de Vries (1958) developed the theory 
of nonisothermal water flow and anisotropic heat flow for soils. This 
theory couples heat transport with water transport through thermal con­
ductivity and volumetric heat capacity dependence on volumetric water 
content, heat transport by liquid water flow, and heat transport by 
vaporization, transport, and condensation of water vapor. The theory 
couples water transport with heat movement through tepiperature effects 
on the physical properties of water and the movement of water vapor. 
Several researchers have solved coupled water and heat transport 
problems for nonuniform soils. Many have focused on the surface 
boundary condition. Mahrer and Avissar (1985) used a coordinate 
transform to model a ridged soil surface. They showed a soil tempera­
ture increase and water content decrease in the peak of ridge compared 
with either the furrow between ridges or a flat surface. Chung and 
Morton (1987) showed retarded water and heat fluxes through a crop 
residue mulch and the corresponding change of subsurface temperature 
and water content distributions. Milly and Eagleson (1980) and Milly 
(1982) presented solutions for one-dimensional coupled heat and water 
8 
transport that could consider properties of different soil layers, but 
few solutions have been presented for the two-dimensional problem. 
The objective of this work was to solve the governing equations 
for two-dimensional coupled heat and water transport in nonuniform 
soils. The desired solution could incorporate both nonuniform surface 
boundaries and two-dimensional nonuniform soil transport properties. 
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Milly and Eagleson (1980) presented a pair of equations for 
one-dimensional coupled heat and water transport using a pressure-
potential based formulation instead of the volumetric-water-content 
based formulation as used by Philip and de Vries (1957) and de Vries 
(1958). A two-dimensional expansion of the coupled heat and water 
transport equation is 
M(^,T) = A^ 3i|;/3t + 3T/3t 
- 'x. * + 0. ? + E. Z] - ° 
for water mass transport and 
H(^,T) = A^ 9i|;/3t + 3T/3t 
- 'xz [=h ?xz * + Oh 9x: T + Gh ^ ") 
for the heat transport where ip is the matric potential (m), T is the 
temperature (°C), and Z is a vertical unit vector. Coefficients A^, 
B , C , D , E , A, , B, , C. , D. , and E. are described as follows, 
w w w w n n n n  n  
If the transport properties in the x and z directions are identical 
at a specified point in space, the coefficients in (1) and (2) become 
(Milly and Eagleson, 1980) 
A^ = (1 - py/p^) 30/3i|^.|^ + (Gg/p^) 9p^/3i|j|^ (la) 
= (1 - Py/Pi) 30/3T|^ + (0^/pp 3Py/3T|^ (lb) 
Cw = Ku + (Ic) 
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\ = ^Tv (14) 
Bw - Ku (le) 
for (1) and 
\ + Cp (T - •f„)l 3P,/3*lT 
+ [c^ Pi (T - T^) - Pi w 
- Cp P, (T - T^) - p^] as/3*!? (2a) 
= C + [L„ + Cp (T - T,)] ap/Gll^ 
+ [Ci Pi (T - T^) - Pi W 
- S "v (T - T^) - L. p,l 3S/3T|^ (2b) 
Ch = Pi L D*v + <=1 Pi <T - T^) (K„ + D^,) (2c) 
= X + Ci Pi (T - T^) (2d) 
\ = h Pi " - T.) K„ (2e) 
_2 for (2) where is the water vapor density (kg m~ ), P^ is the liquid 
—3 3 —3 
water density (kg m ), 0^ is the volumetric air content (m m~ ), 
is the latent heat of vaporization at the reference temperature (J 
kg 1), Cp is the specific heat of water vapor (J kg~l °C~1), c^ is the 
specific heat of liquid water (J kg ^ °C 1), is the unsaturated 
hydraulic conductivity (m s~l), is the isothermal water vapor dif-
— 1  2 — 1  fusivity (m s ), is the thermal water vapor diffusivity (m s~ 
11 
°C ^), W is the differential heat of wetting (J kg ^), L is the latent 
heat of vaporization (J kg ^), is the reference temperature (°C), 
__o 
C is the specific heat of the total medium (J kg" °C~ ), and X is the 
— 1  —1 —1 
apparent thermal conductivity (J m s °C ). A complete list of 
variables is found on pages 48-53. 
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INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Equations 1 and 2 must be supplemented by appropriate initial and 
boundary conditions to specify a particular problem. The initial con­
dition for (1) is 
where and are prescribed functions of x and z. 
Boundary conditions may be a specified value of matric potential 
and/or temperature (Dirichlet condition), a specified water and/or heat 
flux (Neumann condition), or a combination of the two (Cauchy 
condition). If is a segment of the boundary T, along which the 
Dirichlet condition exists and is the complementary segment of F, 
along which the Neumann condition exists, then the boundary conditions 
become : 
Kx.z.o) = y^Cx.z) (3) 
and the initial condition for (2) is 
T(x,z,o) = T^(x,z) (4) 
^(x,z,t) = W(x,z,t) on Tj for eq. 1 (5) 
T(x,z,t) = T(x,z,t) on for eq. 2 (6) 
C d^/dn + D dT/dn + E dZ/dn = -Q (x,z,t) 
W W W  w  
on Fg for eq. 1 (7) 
dtp/dn + D^ dT/dn + E^ dZ/dn = -Q^(x,z,t) 
on Pg for eq. 2 (8) 
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Here T, T, Q^, and are prescribed functions of x, z, and t; and n 
is the unit normal vector on F. A zero flux, or insulated, boundary 
condition is a special case of the Neumann condition vdiere Q^(x,z,t) 
or Q^(x,z,t) = 0. 
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NUMERICAL APPROACH 
Analytical solutions to the governing equations for coupled heat 
and water movement are available only for simplified problems. 
Numerical solutions have been used successfully to estimate the solution 
to more complicated problems. A finite element solution scheme was 
selected because of the ease by which nonuniform soil transport proper­
ties and nonuniform boundary conditions can be included in the problem 
specifications. A complete description of the development of the finite 
element method, basis function derivation, and integration techniques 
across elements may be found in Pinder and Gray (1977) and Segerlind 
(1984). Triangular elements were used in this solution to more easily 
solve problems with irregular geometry and to allow concentration of 
basis functions in those regions of the domain where a rapidly varying 
solution is anticipated. A lumped formulation for the storage 
coefficient matrices (A , B , A. , and B, ) was used. 
==w =w =n =n 
Application of the finite element method results in the following 
matrix equation for the water flow problem: 
y^Kat/at) + [B^]0T/8t) + + I2„l (?) 
= ty - fV . (») 
where the elements in the MxM coefficient matrices A , B , C , and D 
—w =w =w =w 
and the elements in the Mxl vectors ^  and ^  for the water flow matrix 
equation are: 
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'«Ij = (Ag/g) (A^ + + A„^) (9a) 
(if i = j) 
A . . = 0 otherwise 
wij 
B.ij = We/9' (®»n + % + %> »") 
(if i = j) 
B . . = 0 otherwise 
wij 
(bibj + CjCj)/C4A^) (9c) 
®vl: = % "w (bjbj + ClCj)/(4Ae) «D 
®wi = % \ •=! (9s) 
«wi = -^e (- = 1.2) 
The values of the coefficients C , D , and E for each element are 
w w w 
calculated as the average of the nodal values for the respective 
element. The subscripts n, p, and q on the A and B coefficients 
WW
indicate the value of the coefficient at the respective local node of 
a particular element. The basis function coefficients, b^, b., c^, and 
2 
Cj, for an element with area, A^ (m ), are constant once the spatial 
coordinates of the nodes are specified and are calculated by 
bi = Zp - Zq (10a) 
bj = Zq - z^ (10b) 
Ci = Xp - Xq (10c) 
Cj = Xq - Xjj (lOd) 
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where x , x , x , z , z , and z are the x and z spatial coordinates 
n' p' q' n' p' q ^ 
for local nodes n, p, and q, respectively. The Q vector is used to 
satisfy relevant Neumann boundary conditions where is a prescribed 
flux density across the side of the element (m s~^), n is a unit vector 
normal to the element boundary, is the length of the boundary side 
(m), and m denotes the local nodes of the element side on the boundary. 
A fully implicit finite difference scheme is used to integrate the 
time derivative. The time domain is divided into a sequence of finite 
time intervals, At, and the time derivatives are replaced by finite 
differences. Rearranging the equation to combine known terms on the 
right, the resultant matrix equation for water flow becomes 
-  ( U )  
where k indicates the current time step for which a solution is desired 
and k-1 indicates the previous time step. Storage and transport proper­
ties of the elements in A , B , C , D , and E are evaluated at the 
=W =W =W =W "~W 
current time step. Because of the highly nonlinear nature of the 
coefficients in (11), an iterative procedure is used for the estimate 
of \p . One first solves (11) using the initial conditions to evaluate 
the coefficients of B^, and The new estimate of is 
then used to recalculate the coefficients, and a new estimate of is 
17 
computed. This procedure is continued until designated convergence 
criteria are satisfied. 
The same procedure is used with the governing equation for heat 
flow, and the resultant matrix equation is 
[(l/At)Bj^'' + {T^} = -[(1/At)4^ +4^] {/} 
+ [(l/At)A^^] 
• + [1/At)4^] {T^'b 
- {4^ - (12) 
where the elements in the heat flow matrix equation are 
Vj = (Ae/9) <V + % + (12^) 
(if i = j) 
A. . . = 0 otherwise 
• hi] 
Bhij - (Ae/9) (®hn + ®hp + %q) (12») 
(if i - J) 
®hij - 0 otherwise 
II •H Ee % (bibj + c.Cj)/(4Ag) (12c) 
\±2 " \ (bitj + (12d) 
\± = Z:e ®h '=1 (12e) 
II [(Vh)n,/21 (•" - 1.2) (12f) 
—2 
the heat flux density (W ra~ ). 
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The two equations for water flow and heat flow are solved 
sequentially. The water flow equation is first solved by using the 
initial conditions for temperature for both T^ and T^"^. The new 
estimate of ^ is then used as the estimate of and the initial ^ for 
the time step is ^ for the solution of T^. The new estimate of T^ 
is then used for the solution of This procedure continues until 
designated convergence criteria are satisfied. At convergence, the 
process continues to the next time step. 
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INCLUSION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Both Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions are easily incor­
porated into the finite element solution scheme. For Dirichlet 
boundaries, the equation in (9) or (12) that corresponds to the i'th 
node on which the boundary value of ip or T is specified is replaced by 
"ii *1 - (13) 
or 
AiiT. =T. (14) 
where 4*^ and are the specified values of ip and T for node i at the 
k 
end of t and A^^ = 1. The values of \p^ and T^ are replaced byY^ and 
in all remaining equations, and the corresponding terms are trans­
ferred to the right side. 
Nodes on Neumann boundaries are prescribed by (9f) and (12f) where 
the values of V and V, are flux densities, either constant for all time 
w n 
steps or variable between time steps. At nodes on an insulated boundary 
or at nodes that lie inside the flow region and do not act as point 




An atmospheric boundary condition, with water and heat flux cross­
ing a boundary determined by the raatric potential and temperature on 
the boundary and the condition of the atmosphere, is a special case of 
the Neumann condition. Van Havel and Hillel (1976) and Chung and Horton 
(1987) described a procedure that partitions incoming solar radiation 
into energy for evaporative water flux and energy for sensible heat flux 
based on atmospheric data at standard height (2 m). The energy balance 
on a bare soil surface is 
R -H - LE - G = 0 (15) 
n s ^ ' 
_2 
where R^ (W m ) is net radiation at the soil surface (positive down-
—2 —2 
ward), Hg (W m ) is air heat flux (positive upward), LE (W m ) is 
—2 latent heat flux (positive upward), and G (W m~ ) is soil sensible heat 
flux (positive downward). 
Net radiation at the soil surface, R^, is found by 
R^ = (1 - al)Rg + R^ -G o (Tg + 273.16)^ (16) 
—2 
where R^ is the measured global radiation (W m~ ), al is the surface 
— 2  
albedo, R^ is the long-wave sky irradiance (W m~ ), £ is the emissivity, 
a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W ra~^ °K^), and T^ is the surface 
temperature (°C). R^ is calculated as was done by van Bavel and Hillel 
(1976) by: 
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Ri = a (T^ + 273.16)4 [0.605 + 0.048(1370 (17) 
where (°C) is the air temperature, and (kg ra~ ) is the air 
humidity. 
The latent and sensible heat fluxes at the soil surface were 
calculated by using the following equations (Chung and Horton, 1987): 
E = (Hq - Hg) / (1000 rg) (18) 
Ly = 2.4946(10?) - 2.247(10^) Tg (19) 
LE = Ly E (20) 
»s = ^pa (Ts " (21) 
—1 —3 
where E (m s ) is the evaporative flux, (J m ) is the volumetric 
latent heat of vaporization, (kg ra~ ) is the absolute humidity of 
air at the soil surface, (kg m ) is the absolute humidity of the 
air above the soil surface, r^ (s m~^) is the aerodynamic boundary layer 
_o 
resistance between the soil surface and the air above it, (kg m ) 
is air density, and c (J kg ^ °C ^) is the specific heat of air at 
pa 
constant pressure. 
The absolute humidity, and aerodynamic boundary layer 
resistance, r^, were calculated by using the equations (van Bavel and 
Hillel, 1976): 
= h/ exp [V/46.97 (T^ + 273.16)] (22) 
rg = [In (2.0/ZJ,)]2 / 0.16 Wg (23) 
# —3 
where (kg m ) is the saturation humidity at the soil surface 
temperature, ip (m) is the matric potential at the surface, (m) is 
22 
the surface roughness length, and (m s~^) is the wind speed. 
depends on both the soil surface temperature and water matric 
potential, and ip cannot be greater than zero. 
The absolute humidity of air, and the saturation humidity at 
* 
the soil surface temperature, , were calculated by; 
Hg = 1.323 exp [17.27 V(Tjj + 237.3)] / (T^ + 273.16) (24) 
HQ* = 1.323 exp [17.27 Tg/(Tg + 237.3)] / (Tg + 273.16) (25) 
where (°C) is the dew-point temperature. 
The sensible soil heat flux is found by the energy balance 
G = Rjj - Hg - LE (26) 
In general, the exact boundary fluxes on an atmospheric boundary cannot 
be predicted ^  priori, and an iterative solution scheme is used to 
determine water and heat flux across the boundary. In this solution, 
the evaporative water flux and sensible heat flux across the surface 
for the current time step are first estimated from the surface condition 
at the end of the previous time step and the current atmospheric 
condition. A new surface condition is predicted from the estimated 
water and heat fluxes and is used for the next prediction of the water 
and heat fluxes. This iterative procedure is continued until designated 
convergence criteria are satisfied. 
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REQUIRED INPUT 
Specific information is required to define the particular problem 
to be solved. First, the flow region must be divided into nodes and 
triangular elements. Elements can be any size, but all interior angles 
must be ^ 90°. Each node is positioned in x,z space, and the nodes 
defining each element are specified. The nodes identifying a specific 
element must be numbered counterclockwise. 
Soil data, initial conditions, and boundary conditions are next 
included in the problem specifications. Soil data include sand content, 
clay content, organic matter content, bulk density, saturated hydraulic 
conductivity, and the factors 0^, a, 6, and y, which describe the 
moisture retention curve (eq. 27-29). The initial conditions and 
boundary conditions are also specified for the problem. Dirichlet 
conditions are specified at the nodes on the boundary, and Neumann 
conditions are specified on the sides of the elements abutting the 
boundary. Soil information and initial conditions may be defined as 
the same for all nodes, or different soil data and initial conditions 
can be used at different nodes within the flow region. Boundary 
conditions can change from element to element. If an atmospheric 
boundary condition exists, weather data (including average air tempera­
ture, air temperature daily amplitude, average dew-point temperature, 
dew-point temperature daily amplitude, wind speed, surface roughness 
length, and day length) are also specified. 
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Soil data are used to calculate the variables in (1) and (2). 
Hydraulic properties are calculated by the following empirical rela­
tionships (van Genuchten, 1980): 
G = Gr + {(Gg - 0r) / [1 + («^1 )?]%} (27) 
Ku = Ksat [1 + (a|T|;|)Y]-G}2 
/ [1 + («|v|)Y]9/2 (28) 
90/34; = -{[(a (i (Gg-G^) / (l-(i)] THETA^/P' ( 1-THETA(29) 
where THETA = (0-0^) / (0g-0^). 0 is the volumetric water content 
3 —3 ( m m )  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  to \p, 0^ is the residual volumetric water content 
(m^ m ^), 0g is the saturated volumetric water content (m^ m ^), |i|;| 
is the absolute value of the matric potential (m), and is the 
saturated hydraulic conductivity (m s ^). Because hysteresis is not 
considered in the present work, ^  is a single-value function of 0 and 
is described by (27). The parameters a (m~^), R(=l-Y~^), and y are 
empirical constants used to fit the moisture retention curve. 
Volumetric water content dependence on temperature was determined by 
Milly and Eagleson (1980) as 
30/3T = -30/9* ip exp[-c^ (T - T^)] (30) 
where c^ is a temperature correction factor = -0.0017 (°C ^). 
Water vapor density is given by Marshall and Holmes (1979) as 
Py = g Pi e M/R (T + 273.16) (31) 
— 2  
where g is the gravitational constant (m s~ ), e is the water vapor 
pressure (m), M is the molecular weight of water (kg mole ^), and R is 
25 
the universal gas constant (J °K ^ mole ^). Water vapor pressure is 
related to soil water matric potential by (Marshall and Holmes, 1979) 
e = eg exp [g ip M/R (T + 273.16)] (32) 
where e^ is the saturated vapor pressue (m) given by Noggle (1985) as 
e^ = 237.7 exp {(-ML/R) [1/(T+273.16) - 1/293.16]} (33) 
Differentiation of (31) with respect to ip gives 
dp^/dip = [e^ g M/R (T + 273.16)] 
[g M/R (T + 273.16)] 
exp [g ^  M/R (T + 273.16)] (34) 
Differentiation of (31) with respect to T gives 
apy/BT = [g M/R (T + 273.16)] 
{ae^/aT exp [gi|j M/R (T + 273.16)] 
+ e^ gi^ M/R (T + 273.16)2 
exp [g ,jj M/R (T + 273.16)]} 
- [e g Pi M/R (T + 273.16)2] (35) 
with 
Beq/ST = [-237.7 M L/R (T + 273.16)%] 
exp {(-ML/R) [1/(T + 273.16) - 1/293.15]} (36) 
The vapor diffusion coefficients are (Milly and Eagleson, 1980) 
^v = (^a "a ®a / ^ l) (37) 
%v ~ (^a ^ ^ Pi) SPy/aT (38) 
with 
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a = 0 (39) 
= Vp G < 0k 
= Gg + [Gg / (Vp - 0J^)]0 8% < G (40) 
2 _i 
where is the molecular diffusion of water vapor in air (ra s ), 
is an air-phase tortuosity factor (dimensionless), f^ is a vapor density 
correction for liquid islands (dimensionless), Vp is the total porosity 
3 ~3 (m m ), 0^ is the water content at which liquid continuity ceases, 
and Ç is a temperature gradient enhancement factor for vapor 
(dimensionless). 
Thermal conductivity and specific heat are calculated from the 
methods of de Vries (1966) as 
C = XgCs + Xc^c + XoSo + ClG- (41) 
where x^, x^, and x^ are the vclume fractions of sand, silt and clay, 
3 —3 
and organic matter, respectively (mm ); and c^, c^, and c^ are the 
volumetric heat capacities of sand, silt and clay, and organic matter, 
respectively (J m °C )• The apparent thermal conductivity is given 
by de Vries (1966) as a harmonic average of the soil constituents: 
A = 1.25 [(^i=s,c,o,0 ^i *i ^ i^ ! (^i=s,c,o,Q ^i *i)] 
with 
Ki = (1/3) Zj=i,2,3 {1 + [%i/%a)-l] (43) 
where is the respective thermal conductivities of the soil constitu­
ents (J m ^ s ^ °C ^), gj are shape factors for the soil constituent 
(dimensionless), and is the thermal conductivity of air (J m~^ s~^ 
°c-i). 
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The specific heat of water vapor is given by Noggle (1985) as 
Cp = (30.54 + 0.01029 T) / 0.0180015 (44) 
Inclusion of the atmospheric boundary condition requires the 
incoming global radiation be partitioned into a flux density distribu­
tion for the daylight hours. One method is to use the simple sine wave 
distribution (Chung and Horton, 1987) 
RG = (n/2) (DR/DL) sin[(t - SN + DL/2) tt/DL] (45) 
__2 
where DR is daily global radiation (J m~ ), DL is the day length (s), 
SN is solar noon (s), and t is the time of day (s). Only positive 
values of are used. The air temperature and dew-point temperature 
distributions can also be expressed as sine functions 
Ta = Tg + Ag sin (2irt/86400 + tt) _ (46) 
Tj = Tj + Aj sin (2iTt/86400 + tt) (47) 
where the bar represents the average temperature, A represents the 
amplitude, t represents the time from midnight, and the maximum temp­
erature occurs at noon. 
Soil surface emissivity, e, and albedo, al, are described by van 
Bavel and Hillel (1976) as 
E = 0.9 + 0.18 0 (48) 
= 0.25 0 _< 0.10 
al \ = 0.35 - 0 0.10 10 <.0.25 (49) 
= 0.10 0.25 > 0 
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SOLUTION VERIFICATION 
Numerical solutions to differential equations must be tested to 
ensure that numerical instabilities have not been introduced into the 
solution because of round-off or truncation errors and that the solu­
tion converges on a reasonable estimate of the exact solution. A 
numerical scheme is stable if, with increasing time, the difference 
between the numerical solution and the exact solution tends uniformly 
to zero at all nodes. Convergence is satisfied if the numerical 
solution approaches the exact solution as spatial and temporal step 
sizes approach zero. 
Because no analytical solution to the governing equations for 
coupled heat and water transport exists at this time, it is not possible 
to test the complete model directly. Portions of the model were tested, 
however, against simplified problems that do have analytical solutions. 
The numerical scheme was first compared with an analytical solution 
of the two-dimensional transient conductive heat transport equation 
given by Eckert and Drake (1972). Figure 1 depicts the cross section 
of a long steel bar. Because conductive heat flow is symmetrical, only 
the 0.5 m by 0.25 m area, ABCD, must be analyzed. Figure 1 also shows 
the finite element network for the region of interest. Material proper­
ties of the steel bar are thermal conductivity. A, = 20 W m~^ °C~^, 
density, P, = 3000 kg m and specific heat, C, = 1000 J kg~^ °C~\ 
Boundary conditions include an insulated boundary on sides AB and AD, 
X dT/dz = h(T-Ta) 
A 
dT/dx = 0 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 
E 
U) / / / / / / / / / / 
Ô 
V 
A dT/dz = 0 







Figure 1. Finite element specification of a steel bar 
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and a convective heat-transfer boundary condition on sides BC and CD. 
—9 —1 
The convective heat-transfer coefficient, h, = 10 W m~ °C~ . The 
initial temperature of the steel bar = 300°C, and the air stream 
surrounding the bar was maintained at a constant 20°C. A 15-s time step 
was used. Comparison of the two solutions at 3600 s (Figure 2) shows 
very close agreement between the numerical and analytical results. The 
finite element scheme was stable and converged upon a close approxima­
tion of the exact solution. 
The finite element solution was next compared with a 
one-dimensional quasi-analytical solution for nonhomogeneous transient 
water transport as presented by Parlange et al. (1985). For this 
solution, all water vapor movement was ignored. The van Genuchten 
coefficients used to describe the moisture retention curve were 0g = 
0.312, 0^ = 0.0265, a = 0.0437 cra~^, Y = 2.2223, and fi = 0.55. An 
exponential function for unsaturated hydraulic conductivity used by 
Parlange et al. (1985): 
Ku = I eJ (50) 
was used for this comparison, where is the unsaturated hydraulic con­
ductivity (cm h ^), I = 18130 (cm h ^), and J = 6.07. A 5-s time step 
3 —3 
was used. The initial water content was specified as 0.07 (m m~ ). 
The water content was held constant as the same value as the initial 
condition at a l.O-m depth. A constant infiltration rate of 8.25 (cm 
h ^) was specified at the surface, which is about one-half of the 






0.5 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.1 
X (m) 
Figure 2. Comparison of the finite element solution and an analytical solution to the two-
dimensional transient heat flow problem; ( ) denotes the analytical solution, 
and ( ) denotes the numerical solution. 3600-s simulation time 
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analytical solution, and experimental data from Parlange et al. (1985) 
are shown for 360-s and 1800-s simulation periods (Figure 3). The 
numerical solution was stable and converged upon a close approximation 
of the quasi-analytical solution and the measured values. 
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Volumetric water content (m^/m^) 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the finite element solution, the quasi-
analytical solution, and measured data for the one-
dimensional transient water flow problem 
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NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Numerical simulations of water and heat transport in a soil with 
and without a hypothetical wheel track were conducted to demonstrate 
the finite element solution. Because of symmetry, only the flow region 
ABCE (Figure 4) representing half of a row width must be examined. 
Physical properties (Table 1, Figure 5) were measured on remolded cores 
of a Monona silt loam (fine-silty, mixed, mesic Typic Hapludolls) at 
two bulk densities. For the untracked simulation, essentially a one-
dimensional problem, the entire soil region had the physical properties 
associated with a 1.2 (Mg m~ ) bulk density. For the wheel-track 
problem, the area DEFG in Figure 4 represents the wheel track with the 
—3 
physical properties associated with a 1.5 (Mg m~ ) bulk density, and 
area ÀBCDFG represents an untracked area with the physical properties 
associated with a 1.2 (Mg m ) bulk density. The same initial and 
boundary conditions were used for both simulations. The initial water 
matric potential was -1.0 m, and the initial temperature was 20°C. 
Insulated boundary conditions were specified on sides AB and CE, a 
Dirichlet condition was specified on side BC with matric potential and 
temperature held constant at the initial conditions, and an atmospheric 
boundary condition was specified for side AE with the atmospheric data 
shown in Table 2. Simulations were run for 50400 s, 309600 s, and 
482400 s, which correspond to 14:00 h on the 1st, 3rd, and 5th days 
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Figure 5. Water transport properties for the soil regions of the 
wheel-track problem 
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Table 1. Soil physical properties used for simulation input 
Property Outside track Inside track 
Bulk density (Mg m 
Ksat (m s"b 1.97 10"^ 1.03 10~^ 
a (m"b 4.05 0.151 
Y (diraensionless) 1.211 1.284 
0^ (m^ m"^) 0.55 0.43 
s 
0J. (m^ m"3) 0.033 0.042 
Sand content (Mg Mg 0.03 
Clay content (Mg Mg 0.35 
Organic matter content (Mg Mg~^) 0.05 
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Ad (°C) 2.0 
"s 
(m s~^) 1.7 
^0 
(ra) 0.01 
DL (s) 50400 
Kg (J m~^) 2.16 10^ 
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wheel-tracked area had little effect on the predicted temperature 
distributions (Figure 6). Heat moved slightly deeper in the wheel-
tracked region compared to the untracked region and the surface was 
slightly cooler because of the greater thermal conductivity in the 
wheel-tracked region. The vtieel track also had little temperature 
effect on the seed zone in the untracked region for these time periods. 
The \dieel track had a much greater effect on the predicted matric 
potential distribution (Figure 7). The unsaturated hydraulic conduc­
tivity for the 1.5 bulk density region was greater through the range 
of matric potentials than for the 1.2 bulk density (Figure 5). 
Evaporative water loss to the atmosphere can more easily be replenished 
in the wheel-track region as compared with the untracked region. The 
matric potential distribution shows a lower matric potential deeper in 
the profile and a higher matric potential near the surface in the 
compacted region compared to the untracked region. The pattern of the 
matric potential distribution is similar to that measured by Reicosky 
et al. (1981) for a similar situation. Also, after about 5 days, the 
wheel-tracked area started to affect the matric potential distribution 
in the center of the row. 
A series of simulations was conducted to test the sensitivity of 
the numerical solution to input variable changes. The initial and 
boundary conditions of the sensitivity analysis were identical to the 
untracked profile in Figure 6. A "standard" input data set was estab­
lished (Table 3) with arbitrary values of the input variables chosen 
Figure 6. Predicted temperature distributions in a wheel-tracked 

























Figure 7. Predicted matric potential distributions in a wheel-tracked 




































Table 3. Base data for sensitivity analysis (standard case) 
Bulk density 
__o 
(mg m~ ) 1.2 
^sat 
(m s~^) 2.8 10"^ 
a (m-l) 5.0 
Y (dimensionless) 1.5 
®r (m^ m'h 0.05 
Sand (m^ m-3) 0.20 
Clay (m^ m"3) 0.20 




(m s~^) 1.7 
Ta (°C) 21.0 
Td (°C) 16.4 
Aa (°C) 5.0 . 
Ad (°C) 2.0 
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to be in the middle of the range over viiich the variable may exist. 
Each variable was changed in turn, while all other variable values 
remained the same as the "standard" case. A 24-h simulation period was 
used with a 1/4-h time step. Most of the variables had only a minimal 
effect on 4^, but the coefficients a, Y, 0^, and bulk density, describing 
the moisture retention curve, greatly affected the 0 associated with 
the predicted ^ (Table 4). Only and had any appreciable effect 
on predicted temperature (Table 5). Changes of the other variables as 
in Table 4 affected the predicted temperatures by less than 0.5°C. Sand 
content changes between 0.01 to 0.50, clay content changes between 0.01 
and 0.50, and organic matter changes between 0.01 and 0.10 had less than 
a 1% change in the predicted ip, 0, and T as compared with the standard 
case for the simulation period. 
This model may be useful for determining soil management effects 
on subsurface water and heat movement if management effects on soil 
physical properties can be determined. Management effects on subsurface 
chemical transport, surface water and heat flux, and seedling environ­
ment can be inferred from the water and heat distributions predicted 
by this model. 
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Table 4. Sensitivity analysis of matric potential and water content; 
24 h simulation time with 1/4-hr time steps 
3 
Matric potential (m) 0 (m m~ ) 
Surface —0.05 m Surface -0.05 r 































































































Table 5. Sensitivity analysis of temperature; 24-hr simulation time 
with 1/4-hr time steps 
Temperature (°C) 
Surface -0.05 m 
Standard 17.5 20.2 
T, (°C) 14.4 16.4 19.4 
^ 18.4 18.8 21.1 
T (°C) 20.0 17.1 20.0 
® 22.0 17.9 20.5 
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LIST OF VARIABLES 
Ah I C^, Djj» = coefficients of transport and storage properties 
for the governing equation of heat transport 
Ahn» A^pi A^q = values of A^ at local nodes n, p, q 
B^n» Bj^p, B^q = values of B^ at local nodes n, p, q 
=Sh' =h ~ matrices of heat storage and transport properties 
E^, ^  = Mxl vectors of known heat flux 
^hij' \ij' ^ hij' ^ hij ~ elements in the respective heat coefficient 
matrices 
E^i» = elements in the respective heat flux vectors 
A^, B^, C^, = coefficients of transport and storage properties for 
the governing equation of water mass transport 
^wn' ^ wp' ^ wq ~ values of A^ at local nodes n, p, q 
B , B , B = values of B at local nodes n, p, q 
wn wp wq w > r > ^ 
=âw' =w' =w' =w ~ matrices of water storage and transport properties 
= Mxl vectors of known water flux 
A,.., B . C . D . . = elements in the respective water coefficient 
wij wij wij wxj 
matrices 
Ewi> = elements in the respective water flux vectors 
A = air temperature amplitude (°C~^) 
& . 
— 1 
A^ = dew-point temperature amplitude (°C~ ) 
2 A^ = area of an element (m ) 
al = albedo (dimensionless) 
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b^, bj, c^, Cj = constants associated with basis functions 
C = volumetric heat capacity of total medium (J kg" °C~ ) 
c^ = temperature correction factor (=-0.0017 °C~^) 
c^ = specific heat of pure silt and clay (J kg"^ °C~^) 
c^ = specific heat of liquid water (J kg~^ °C~^) 
c^ = specific heat of pure organic matter (J kg~^ °C 
Cp = specific heat of water vapor at constant matric potential 
(J kg-1 °c"b 
Cp^ = specific heat of air (J kg~^ °C~^) 
Cg = specific heat of pure sand (J kg~^ °C~^) 
2  —1 
= molecular diffusion of water vapor in air (m s~ ) 
= temperature diffusivity of water vapor (m S~ °C~ ) 
= matric potential diffusivity of water vapor (m s 
DL = day length (s) 
DR = daily global radiation (J m~^) 
E = evaporative water flux (m s 
e = water vapor pressure (m), atmospheric datum 
e^ = saturated water vapor pressure (m), atmospheric datum 
fy = vapor density correction factor (dimensionless) 
G = soil sensible heat flux (W m~ ) 
_2 g = acceleration of gravity = 9.8 (m s~ ) 
gl 2 3 = geometric factors for soil constituents 
H(ijj,T) = heat flow differential operator 
_o 
= absolute air humidity (kg m ) 
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—3 
= absolute air humidity at soil surface (kg m~ ) 
# —3 
= saturation air humidity at soil surface (kg m ) 
_2 
Hg = air heat flux from the soil surface (W m ) 
h = convective heat transfer coefficient (W m~ °C~ ) 
I = unsaturated hydraulic conductivity coefficient (cm h 
J = unsaturated hydraulic conductivity coefficient (dimensionless) 
^sat ~ saturated hydraulic conductivity (m s 
= unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (m s~^) 
L = latent heat of vaporization (J kg~^) 
= latent heat of vaporization at reference temperature (J kg~^) 
Ly = volumetric latent heat of vaporization (J ra~ ) 
L = length of side of derivative boundary condition (m) 
LE = latent heat flux (W m 
M = molecular weight of water = 0.018015 (kg mol 
M(4'fT) = mass flow differential operator 
n = unit vector normal to boundary 
= heat flux density on Neumann boundary (J m~^ s~^) 
2  —1 
= water flux density on Neumann boundary (m s~ ) 
R = universal gas constant = 8.314 (J °K~^ mol"^) 
Rg = global radiation (W m 
_2 
R^ = long-wave sky radiation (W m ) 
— 2  R^ = net radiation on the soil surface (W m~ ) 
r^ = aerodynamic boundary layer resistance (s m~^) 
SN = solar noon (s) 
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T = temperature (°C) 
= air temperature (°C) 
= average air temperature (°C) 
= dew-point temperature (°C) 
Tj = average dew-point temperature (°C) 
= reference temperature (°C) 
Tg = soil surface temperature (°C) 
t = time (s) 
— 2  — 1  
= velocity of heat flux across boundary surface (J m~ s ) 
= velocity of water flux across boundary surface (m s~^) 
3 —3 
Vp = total porosity (m m~ ) 
W = differential heat of wetting (J kg~^) 
W = wind speed (m s 
S 
X = horizontal direction, positive to the right (m) 
3 —3 
x^ = volume fraction of silt and clay (mm) 
3 —3 
= volume fraction of organic matter (mm) 
3 —3 
x^ = volume fraction of sand (m m~ ) 
Z = vertical unit vector 
z = vertical direction, positive upwards (m) 
z^ = surface roughness length (m) 
= slope of the vapor density - matric potential curve at 
constant temperature (kg m~^) 
3G/9^|^ = slope of the moisture retention curve at constant temperature 
(m-l) 
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9G/9T|^ = slope of the water vapor content - temperature curve at 
constant matric potential (°C~^) 
9p^/9t|^JJ = slope of the water vapor density - temperature curve at 
—3 —1 
constant matric potential (kg m~ °C~ ) 
a = coefficient describing the moisture retention curve (m~^) 
= air-phase tortuosity factor (dimensionless) 
(i = coefficient describing the moisture retention curve (dimensionless) 
Y = coefficient describing the moisture retention curve (dimensionless) 
r = boundary of the flow region 
= boundary segment with a Dirichlet condition 
Y2 = boundary segment with a Neumann condition 
e = emissivity (dimensionless) 
3 —3 
0 = volumetric water content (m ra~ ) 
3 —3 0j^ = volumetric water content at vdiich liquid continuity ceases (ra m ) 
= saturated volumetric water content (m m~ ) 
3 —3 0^ = residual volumetric water content (m ra~ ) 
3 —3 0 = volumetric air content (m m~ ) 
X = apparent thermal conductivity (J m~ s~ °C~ ) 
Xg = thermal conductivity of air (J m~^ s~^ °C~^) 
= thermal conductivity of pure silt and clay (J m~^ s~^ °C ^) 
Xg = thermal conductivity of pure organic matter (J m~^ s~^ °C~^) 
Xg = thermal conductivity of pure sand (J m~^ s~^ °C ^) 
Ç = temperature gradient enhancement factor 1.7 (dimensionless) 
p = density (kg m ) 
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_o 
Pg = air density (kg m ) 
—3 
Py = water vapor density (kg m~ ) 
_o 
p^ = liquid water density (kg m~ ) 
—ft —9 
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.67 10~ (W m~ K~ ) 
T^(x,z) = initial temperature distribution 
T(x,z,t) = temperature distribution on Dirichlet boundary 
ip = soil water matric potential (m), atmospheric pressure datum 
Y^(x,z) = initial matric potential distribution 
Y(x,z,t) = matric potential distribution on Dirichlet boundary 
= gradient operator = (9/3x) + (d/dz) 
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SECTION II. RIDGE TILLAGE EFFECTS ON WATER 
AND HEAT TRANSPORT 
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ABSTRACT 
Ridged surface configurations are often used as a soil management 
tool to improve the plant root environment. Possible benefits for ridge 
tillage systems include warmer and dryer seed zone soil conditions in 
the spring, better control of wheel-traffic patterns, and better crop 
residue management. This study compared soil physical properties in 
the plant row, the untracked interrow, and the wheel-tracked interrow 
positions for a ridge tillage system on three soils. The plant row 
generally had the lowest bulk density, the greatest saturated hydraulic 
conductivity, and the greatest volume of large pores compared with the 
interrow positions. The wheel-tracked position had the greatest bulk 
density, lowest saturated hydraulic conductivity, and lowest volume of 
large pores. Hydraulic characteristics, as demonstrated by water 
desorption curves, were similar in the row and untracked interrow 
positions which differed from the tracked interrow position. Water and 
heat flow in a ridge appeared to be different compared with a flat 
surface. Taller ridges had a greater influence on water and heat 
movement compared with shorter ridges. There appeared to be an optimum 
ridge height for fastest warming and drying. Soil property information 
was used to model the effects of variable soil properties on subsurface 
water and heat transport. Variable soil properties had little effect 
on predicted soil temperature distributions but had a larger effect on 
the predicted matric potential distributions. The compacted zone had 
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a lower matric potential deep in the profile and a higher matric 
potential near the surface compared with the noncompacted zone. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Ridged surface configurations are often used as a soil management 
tool to improve the plant root environment. Several researchers pro­
posed planting in a ridge to help alleviate slow seed germination and 
seedling growth caused by cool and wet spring soil conditions. Buchele 
et al. (1955) determined that the time a seed or seedling spent in wet 
soil was decreased, and warmer temperatures increased emergence rate 
and total seed germination in a ridge compared with a flat surface or 
a furrow. They concluded that planting in a ridge could be beneficial 
for poorly drained soils or thin soils. Burrows (1963) measured soil 
temperatures under various tillage systems and showed the warmest 
temperatures in the ridge. He concluded that ridge planting could be 
beneficial in a late spring in the Northern Corn Belt. Radke (1982) 
concluded that ridge farming systems could help control erosion by 
leaving crop residues on the surface and yet have a favorable tempera­
ture regime in the seed zone. Bauder et al. (1985) showed increased 
root development for tillage systems with controlled wheel traffic, 
which is easier to achieve with a ridged tillage system than a flat 
system. 
Some research has been conducted to determine the causes of ridge 
condition effects on the soil environment. Buchele et al. (1955) 
measured lower soil bulk densities in the ridge than in the furrow, 
especially the wheel-tracked furrow, and attributed much of the water 
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content differences between ridge and furrow to wheel-track compaction 
in the furrow. Shaw and Buchele (1957) partially attributed the warmer 
soil temperatures in a ridge to the gravitational drainage of the ridge 
and the lower specific heat of the ridge. They also deduced that the 
limited area of heat transfer between the ridge and the soil beneath 
the ridge helped concentrate heat in the ridge. Much work has empha­
sized the effect of ridge orientation to the incoming solar radiation. 
Radke (1982) measured the highest soil temperatures for the south slope 
of an east-west oriented ridge compared with other ridge positions and 
attributed the warmer temperatures to increased interception of solar 
radiation. Mahrer (1982) presented a theoretical study of ridge 
orientation on subsurface temperatures and showed that the soil under 
the peak of the ridge would have higher maximum temperatures than soil 
under a flat surface or a furrow. Mahrer and Avissar (1985) studied 
the effect of ridge orientation on both subsurface temperature and 
subsurface water content distributions. They showed warmer and drier 
ridge conditions compared with the flat surface. Knowledge of ridge 
height and shape effects on soil water and heat movement may help 
identify the optimum ridge configuration for a given climatic condition, 
but very little work has been presented in this area. 
The objective of this study was to determine positional effects 
on soil physical properties in a ridge tillage system and to predict 
the effects of these changes on subsurface water and heat transport. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Position Effects on Soil Physical Properties 
Row position effects on soil physical properties were determined 
from a set of ridge tillage experiments conducted on Monona silt loam 
(fine-silty, mixed, mesic Typic Hapludolls), Tama silt loam (fine-silty, 
mixed, mesic Typic Argiudolls), and Webster silty clay loam (fine-loamy, 
mixed, mesic Typic Haplaquolls) soils. The Monona soil had been in 
continuous corn (Zea mays L.) for at least 15 yr, the Tama soil had 
corn-soybean (Glycine max Merr.) rotation for at least 4 yr, and the 
Webster soil had corn-soybean rotation for at least 10 yr. Particle 
size distributions (pipette method. Gee and Bauder, 1986) and organic 
carbon contents (Walkley-Black method. Nelson and Sommers, 1982) of the 
soils are shown in Table 1. Six replicate 75-mm diameter Uhland core 
samples were taken from the 35- to 110-mm depth in the row, the wheel-
tracked interrow, and the untracked interrow positions for the Monona 
soil. Four replicate Uhland core samples were collected at the same 
depths and same positions for the Tama and Webster soils and the 150-
to 225-mm depth for the Webster soil. Saturated hydraulic conductivity, 
Ksat (wm/s), was determined by the constant head method (Klute and 
Dirksen, 1986). The water desorption characteristics were determined 
by the pressure cell method for matric potentials between -0.05 m and 
-150.0 m and by equilibration over saturated salt solutions for matric 
potentials between -277.0 m and -155000.0 m (Klute, 1986). Factors used 
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Table 1. Particle size analysis of experimental soils 
Organic 
Soil Depth Sand Silt Clay carbon 
—mm -Mg/Mg 
Monona 35-110 0.022 0.688 0.290 0.033 
Tama 35-110 0.028 0.672 0.300 0.021 
Webster 35-110 0.224 0.454 0.322 0.033 
Webster 150-225 0.230 0.434 0.336 0.024 
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to describe the moisture retention curve are those proposed by van 
3 3 
Genuchten (1980). Saturated water content, 0^ (m /m ), was specified 
as the total porosity determined from the bulk density and residual 
3 3 
water content, 0^ (m /m ), was defined as the volumetric water content 
at -155000 m matric potential. The parameters a and n were determined 
by a nonlinear least squares fit of the water desorption curves, as 
suggested by van Genuchten (1980), to fit the relationship 
0 = 0 ^  +  { ( 0 g  -  0 J . )  /  [ 1  +  ( 1 )  
where is the absolute value of the matric potential (m) and 0 is 
3 3 
the corresponding volumetric water content (m /m ). The pore size 
distribution was estimated from the water desorption characteristic 
curve as described by Danielson and Sutherland (1986). An analysis of 
variance was conducted on the soil properties, and a protected LSD . 
(Cochran and Cox, 1957) was used to compare position effects on soil 
properties within soils. 
Ridge Height Effects on Subsurface Water and Heat Movement 
A finite element solution of coupled water and heat transport 
(Benjamin, 1989) was used to determine the effect of ridge height on 
subsurface water and heat movement. Three ridge heights (0.1, 0.2, and 
0.3 m) were compared with a flat surface. The soil transport properties 
(Table 2), atmospheric constants (Table 3), initial conditions, and 
boundary conditions were identical for all simulations. The initial 
temperature was specified at 20°C and the initial matric potential was 
specified at -1.0 m throughout the profile. The lower boundary 
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Table 2. Soil physical properties used in numerical simulations 
Bulk density (Mg m~^) 1.2 
Ksat 1-97 
a (m~^) 4.05 
n (dimensionless) 1.211 
Gg (m^ m"3) 0.55 
0^ (m^ 0.033 
Sand content (Mg Mg 0.03 
Clay content (Mg Mg 0.35 
Organic matter content (Mg Mg 0.05 
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Table 3. Atmospheric constants used in numerical simulations 
Mean air temperature (°C) 21.0 
Air temperature amplitude (°C) 5.0 
Mean dew point temperature (°C) 16.4 
Dew point temperature amplitude (°C) 2.0 
Wind speed (m s 1.7 
Surface roughness (m) 0.01 
Day length (s) 50400 
Global radiation (MJ m 21.6 
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temperature and matric potential were specified constant at the same 
values as the initial conditions, the sides of the profile were 
specified as zero flux boundaries, and the surface had an atmospheric 
boundary (van Bavel and Hillel, 1976; Chung and Horton, 1987). Ridge 
height effects on subsurface matric potential and heat distributions 
were examined at 14 h and 134 h, which correspond to 14:00 h on the 
first and fifth days after the start of the simulation period. Water 
content change and temperature change at selected points in the ridge 
were also examined. 
Soil Property Effects on Subsurface Water and Heat Movement 
A numerical experiment was conducted to determine positional soil 
property effects on subsurface water and heat movement in a ridge 
tillage system. Measured soil properties for the plant row (row), the 
untracked interrow (nwt), and the wheel-tracked interrow (wt) from the 
Monona soil were used as data input for different areas in an idealized 
ridge (Figure 1). The initial conditions were specified as 20°C tem­
perature and -1.0-m matric potential throughout the profile. The lower 
boundary was specified with a constant temperature and matric potential 
at the same value as the initial conditions. The sides of the region 
had a zero flux boundary specified and the soil surface had an atmos­
pheric boundary specified with atmospheric data given in Table 1. A 
0.25-h time step was used for the simulation. Predicted matric poten­
tial and temperature distributions were examined at 134 h for a region 
with uniform soil properties and for a region with variable soil 
properties. 
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1. 1  m 
wheel 
track untracked 
1.6 m J 
Figure 1. Soil property positions for water and heat transport 
simulation in a ridge 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Row position affected most of the soil physical properties near 
the soil surface but not deeper in the soil profile (Table 4). For the 
35- to 110-ram depth, the row position and untracked interrow position 
had similar bulk densities which were lower than the bulk densities in 
the tracked interrow position. Saturated hydraulic conductivity was 
greatest in the row and least in the tracked interrow for the Monona 
soil. Position effects on the Tama soil saturated hydraulic conduc­
tivities were not significant but the trend towards lower conductivities 
in the vdieel track position was observed. The factors describing the 
moisture retention curve, 0^, a, and n, were similar for the row and 
untracked interrow positions for all soils in the upper depth. The 
wheel-tracked interrow moisture desorption characteristics differed from 
the other positions. Bulk density, 0^, a, and n were similar for all 
positions in the Webster soil at the 150- to 225-mra depth, which 
indicates less soil management influence at this depth. Representative 
moisture retention curves for the different row positions in each soil 
are presented in Figure 2. 
Wheel track compaction is demonstrated by large-pore volume (Table 
5) and total porosity reductions in the wheel-track position compared 
with the row and untracked interrow positions. Pore size distributions 
of the row and untracked interrow were similar for all soils. The 
position differences were less at the lower depth, which, again. 
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LSD(0.05) NS NA NS NS NS 0.003 
^Positions include plant row (row), untracked interrow (nwt), and 
wheel-tracked interrow (wt). 
'^LSD indicates the least significant difference between treatment 
means at the 0.05 probability level. NS indicates no significant dif­
ference. NA indicates the test was not applicable. 
''Saturated hydraulic conductivity was not determined for the 
Webster soil. 
I 
Figure 2. Soil water desorption curves of the row, untracked interrow (nwt), and wheel-tracked 
interrow (wt) for (a) Monona, 35- to 110-mm depth; (b) Tama, 35- to 110-ram depth; (c) 
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Table 5. Position effects on pore size distributions 
Soil Position >300 
Pore size class (um) 



















































LSD(0.05) 0.043 0.023 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.063 
Webster row 0.106 0.040 0.027 0.018 0.015 0.206 
nwt 0.092 0.035 0.026 0.014 0.015 0.182 
wt 0.039 . 0.010 0.003 0.005 0.009 0.066 
LSD(0.05) NS 0.024 NS . NS 0.005 0.070 
Webster row 0.073 0.017 0.011 0.007 0.008 0.116 
(150-225) nwt 0.070 0.016 0.008 0.012 0.012 0.118 
wt 0.073 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.006 0.087 
LSD(0.05) NS NS NS NS NS 0.024 
^Sample positions include in-row (row), untracked interrow (nwt), 
and wheel-tracked interrow (wt). 
^LSD indicates the least significant difference between treatment 
means at the 0.05 probability level. NS indicates no significant 
difference. 
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indicates less influence of soil management practices at the lower soil 
depths. 
Ridge effects on surface temperature through time is shown in 
Figure 3. Temperatures were similar for all furrows so only one furrow 
temperature distribution is shown. Temperature change patterns through 
time are similar to measured patterns show by Mahrer and Avissar (1985) 
and Radke (1982), with the ridge peak having a higher maximum tempera­
ture and a lower minimum temperature than a flat surface or a furrow. 
The 0.2- and 0.3-m ridges had nearly identical temperature 
distributions. All ridge-peak temperatures were similar to the flat 
surface for the first three days of the simulation period. After that, 
the taller ridges reached higher maximum temperatures than the flat and 
the 0.1-m ridge approached the temperatures of the taller ridges by the 
end of the simulation period. A similar pattern is shown for seed zone 
(-0.05 m) temperature change with time (Figure 4). The furrow tempera­
tures were similar with lower maximum and higher minimum temperatures 
than the ridge peaks and the flat surface. The ridge-peak temperatures 
were similar to the flat for the first three days of the simulation and 
then increased to higher maximum temperatures. The increase of maximum 
temperature occurred first with the 0.2- and 0.3-m ridges followed by 
the 0.1-m ridge. 
All ridge peaks had similar surface water content changes with time 
(Figure 5). The ridge peaks dried faster than the flat surface or the 
furrows, and the flat surface dried faster than the furrow. The seed 
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Figure 5. Predicted surface matric potential chaftges with time as affected by ridge height 
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zone (-0.05 m) water contents (Figure 6) under the surface of the 0.2-
and 0.3-m ridge peaks decreased faster than the 0.1-ra ridge or the flat 
surface. At this depth, the drying pattern of the 0.1-m ridge more 
closely resembled the flat surface than the other two ridges, but on 
the surface the 0.1-m ridge more closely resembled the other ridges. 
The seed zone under the furrow remained wet for a longer period of time, 
in fact, changed very little for the entire simulation period. 
Ridge height had little effect on the temperature distribution at 
14 h (Figure 7). The isotherms generally followed the surface profile 
with slightly cooler temperatures in the furrow and slightly warmer 
temperatures in the ridge peak compared with the flat surface. At 134 h 
(Figure 8), the temperatures under the ridge peak were warmer than under 
the flat surface, but the temperature's under the furrow were only 
slightly cooler than under the flat surface. It would appear that heat 
moved deeper under the ridge peak than the furrow because of the greater 
temperature gradient at the peak. 
Ridge height had a greater effect on matric potential distribution 
than temperature. The isopotential lines generally followed the surface 
profile. At 14 h (Figure 9), the surface and seed zone under the ridge 
peaks had slightly lower matric potentials than these positions under 
the flat surface or the furrows. At 134 h (Figure 10), the surface and 
subsurface matric potentials under the 0.2- and 0.3-m ridge peaks were 
similar and were considerably lower than that predicted for the flat 
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Figure 6. Predicted seed zone (-0.05 m) matric potential changes with time as affected by ridge 
height 
Figure 7. Ridge height effects on predicted temperature distribution 
at t = 14 h for (a) flat surface, (b) 0.1-m ridge, (c) 0.2-m 
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Figure 8. Ridge height effects on predicted temperature distribution 
at t = 134 h for (a) flat surface, (b) 0.1-m ridge, (c) 0.2-m 












Figure 9. Ridge height effects 
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Figure 10. Ridge height effects on predicted raatric potential distribu­
tion at t = 134 h for (a) flat surface, (b) 0.1-m ridge, (c) 













0.1-m ridge and the flat surface were similar except at the very peak 
of the ridge. 
The results from the ridge height study would indicate that a 
ridged surface can alter the seed and seedling environment compared with 
a flat surface. There seems to be an optimum ridge height that gives 
the fastest warming and quickest drying of the seed zone. Ridges taller 
than the optimum appear to have little effect on the thermal and 
hydraulic status in the seed zone. 
The predicted matric potential distribution for the ridge with 
variable soil properties (Figure 11) showed a lower matric potential 
for a given depth under the wheel-tracked area than the untracked area. 
This may indicate that water will move from areas deeper in the profile 
to replenish water evaporating from the surface more easily in the 
wheel-tracked regions. The wheel-tracked area also has a small effect 
on water potential in the row position. The higher matric potential 
on the side of the ridge next to the track than next to the untracked 
region indicates that water, which evaporates from the ridge peak, can 
be replaced from the nonrow positions, and the soil properties in the 
interrows affect the water status of the ridge peak. 
Positional soil property differences had little effect on sub­
surface temperature distributions (Figure 12). The predicted tempera­
ture distribution after 134 h for a ridge with variable soil properties 
was similar to the temperature distribution in a ridge with uniform soil 
properties. There was a slightly cooler surface temperature predicted 
Figure 11. Ridge position soil property effects on predicted matric 
potential distribution at t = 134 h for (a) variable soil 





Figure 12. Ridge position soil property effects on predicted temperature 
distribution at t = 134 h for (a) variable soil properties 





for the wheel-tracked interrow compared to the untracked interrow, but 
the difference was only about 0.5°C. The surface and seed zone tempera­
tures of the ridge peak were almost identical for simulations with 
variable and uniform soil properties, indicating that the soil proper­
ties in the furrow have only a minimal influence on the temperature 
status in the ridge peak. 
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
A numerical solution for the governing equations describing coupled 
water and heat transport was created to solve the problem in nonuniform 
soils. The program uses commonly-measured soil properties for data 
input and can solve the transport problem with nonuniform soil proper­
ties, nonuniform surface geometry, and/or nonuniform boundary fluxes. 
The numerical solution was compared against an analytical solution to 
the transient heat transport equation in a uniform material and a quasi-
analytical solution to the transient water transport equation. In both 
cases the numerical solution was stable and converged on a close 
approximation of the analytical solution. Sensitivity analysis of the 
input data requirements show that the description of the soil moisture 
retention characteristics has the greatest influence on predicted water 
content and matric potential. Other input data, such as bulk density 
and saturated hydraulic conductivity, have only a limited influence on 
the predicted water content and matric potential. Air temperature and 
dewpoint temperature, used for the atmospheric boundary condition, have 
the greatest influence on the predicted temperature distribution. 
Several examples demonstrating coupled water and heat transport 
in nonuniform soils are presented. The first example demonstrates water 
and heat flow in a simulated wheel track and shows that zonal compaction 
can change the subsurface water and temperature distribution compared 
with a uniform soil material. The next example shows the effect of 
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ridge height and shape on subsurface water content and temperature. 
The existence of a ridge changes the predicted water content and 
temperature distribution compared with a flat surface. There also 
appears to be an optimum ridge height for the warmest and driest ridge 
soil condition. The last example demonstrates the effects of a wheel 
track in the furrow of a ridge tillage system on the predicted water 
content and temperature distribution in the peak of the ridge. The 
existence of the wheel track had little effect on the predicted 
temperatures compared with a uniform soil but had a greater effect on 
predicted matric potential. Water that evaporated from the ridge peak 
appeared to be more easily replenished from the wheel-track furrow 
compared with the untracked furrow. 
This model can be useful for the prediction of soil management 
effects on the soil environment. The effects of management-induced 
changes in soil hydraulic and thermal properties on the water and 
temperature status of the soil can be predicted to determine the best 
management practices for a particular soil and cropping system. 
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•APPENDIX A. DEVELOPMENT OF BASIS FUNCTIONS 
The finite element solution presented here follows the technique 
presented by Pinder and Gray (1977). 
Let us consider the time-independent equation 
Ou = f in A (1) 
where A is a bounded domain and the operator 0 acts on the unknown 
function u to generate the known function f. Let u be replaced by a 
function u(x,z), which is made up of a linear combination of suitable 
functions and satisfies the essential boundary conditions of the 
boundary value problem. A suitable trial function might be 
u = u(x,z) = (pj(x,z) (2) 
where #j(x,z) are coordinate or basis functions vrfiich satisfy the 
corresponding homogeneous boundary conditions and a^ are constants that 
let u(x,z) satisfy the essential boundary conditions. 
Let a residual R be defined by 
es •' 
Rgg(x,z) = 0u(z,x) - f(x,z) 
or RggCx.z) = <|)j(x,z)] - f(x,z) (3) 
If the trial solution were the exact solution, the residual would 
vanish. In the method of weighted residuals, an attempt is made to 
force this residual to zero, in an average sense, through selection of 
the constants aj (j = 1,2,...,N). The a^ are calculated by satisfying 
the constraints that arise when setting the weighted integrals of the 
residual to zero, i.e.. 
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/a Rgg(x,z)w^(x,z) dA = 0 (i=l,2,...,N) (4) 
The Galerkin method of weighted residuals selects the basis functions, 
Oj(x,z), as the weighting functions. Thus, the weighted residual 
equations become 
/a Reg(x,z)4^(x,z) dA = 0 (i=l,2,...,N) (5) 
To simplify notation, the inner product (or scalar product) of two 
functions v and w is defined as <v,w> = /A v w dA. The residual 
equation can now be written as 
<Rgg(x,z),0^(x,z)> = 0 (i=l,2,...,N) (6) 
From this equation, N equations are obtained which, in conjunction with 
the boundary conditions, can be solved for N values of a^. 
The approximate solution for matric potential at time, t, has the 
form 
Y(x,z,t) s ^ ^(x,z,t) = Z W.(t) U (j) ®(x,z) (7) 
J"-*- J ® J 
where is the approximate solution and the water potential at the j'th 
node is given by Y^. The union sign is taken over all elements. The 
value of Yj is selected to satisfy the initial and boundary conditions 
and also must satisfy the requirement 
Zg <M(Y^,T),*.> = 0 (i=l,2 N) (8) 
The corners of each element, e, are designated as nodal points with 
each having an associated basis function. The basis function for each 
node must fulfill the requirement that it is unity for the node for 
which it is defined, it is zero at all other nodes, and the sum of the 
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basis functions for an individual element must equal unity. The third 
requirement ensures that these functions are not independent because, 
given any two, the third is automatically specified. 
Linear basis functions for triangular elements are discussed in 
detail by Finder and Gray (1977). In general, these basis functions 
have the form 
(j)i = Ai + B^ x + C^z 
where A^, and are constants associated with the i'th basis 




*i(*p'=p) r = 1 0 
.*i(Xq':q)J 
1 X z ' 
n n 
1 
1 X q Zq_i 
(10) 
where subscripts n, p, and q refer to the element nodes in a counter­
clockwise order and the 3x3 matric is referred to as [C]. The oslution 
of this matrix equation yields coefficients 
(11) ^i = (Xp=q - *qZp)/2Ae = a./2A^ 
h = (^p - =q)/2Ae = 
^i = - Xp)/2Ae = Ci/2Ae 
where 2A^ = det[C] and is twice the area of the element. Basis 
( 12 )  
(13) 
functions for the other nodes of the element are derived by cyclical 
permutation of n, p, and q for those nodes. 
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Once the coordinates of a particular element are specified, the 
derivatives of the basis functions become constants and can be removed 
from beneath the integral in (6). The integrals obtained from the 
residual equations are most easily evaluated using local coordinates 
for each triangular element. Finder and Gray (1977) showed that basis 
functions are identical to local area coordinate functions and that 
integrals of these functions are easily evaluated. Integrals of the 
basis functions have the general form; 
< > = 2Ag (nl!n2!n3!)/(nl+n2+n3+2)! (14) 
where nl, n2, n3 are positive integers. For example, the value of 
selected integrals in the residual equations become 
<*i> = Ag/3 (15) 
<({).,(j)j> = Ag/12 (16) 
<d^./dx,d*./dx> = (z -z )(z -z )/AA = b.b./4A (17) 
To solve the transient problem, one must also define a set of 
weighting functions and the variation of 6^/ôt with respect to x and 
z. Segerlind (1984) utilized a lumped formulation of the time 
derivative. This approach assumes that the variation of 6(|)/6t with 
respect to x and z is constant between the midpoints of adjacent 
elements and the weighting functions are the same as used for the 
spatial derivatives. 
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C TDWATHB SOLVES THE COUPLED TWO DIMENSIONAL WATER AND HEAT 
C FLOW PROBLEM AND INCLUDES A MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE. 
C 
C SUBROUTINES NEEDED FOR COMPILATION WITH THIS PROGRAM ARE 
C FOUND IN INWATHB, WATHBAL, PROPBALH, AND WRITEBAL. 
C 
C CHECK THE COMMENT STATEMENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF INWATH, 
C THE INPUT SUBROUTINE, FOR THE PROPER INPUT DATA SET FORMAT. 
C 
C THE INPUT DATA SET IS TO BE STORED IN A FILE NAMED 'TDWATHB.DAT' 
C 
C FOR THIS VERSION: 
C 
C SOIL PARTICLE DENSITY (PD) = 2.65 
C DENSITY OF LIQUID WATER (RHOL) = 0.998 
C VAPOR DIFFUSION ENHANCEMENT FACTOR (ZETA) - 1.7 
C WATER CONTENT WHERE LIQUID CONTINUITY CEASES (THETAF) - 0.10 
C REFERENCE TEMPERATURE (TKO) = 293.15 KELVIN 
C CONVERGENCE CRITERIA (EBOUND) = 0.01 RELETIVE ERROR 
C 
C THESE VALUES CAN BE ALTERED BY CHANGING THE APPROPRIATE VALUE IN 
C THE DATA STATEMENTS FOLLOWING THE COMMON AND DIMENSION STATEMENTS 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
COMMON /INPUT/ INOOE(300),XNOOE<300),ZNOOE(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ NEL(300),NODEI(300),NO0EJ(300),NODEK(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ BDN(300),SATKN(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ ALPHN(300),ENN(300),THETRN(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ PSIN(300),TKN(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ IBOUND(300).PSIBD(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ NBOUND(300),TBOUND(300} 
COMMON /INPUT/ ISINK(300),QSINK(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ IHEAT(300),QHEAT(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ IELDIR(300},NSIDE(300),BETAE(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ ITEMBV(300),1SIDE(300),BETAH(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ IATBV(300),INSIDE(300),IMULCH(300).GLOBER(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ TIME 
COMMON /ALP10/ TITLE1(20),TITLE2(20) 
COMMON /INT10/ NP,NE,NBW,NOUT,NPSIBD,NTBND,NSINK,NHEAT 
COMMON /INT10/ NWATBV.NTEMBV.NATBV.NSTEP 
COMMON /REAL10/ ACONDW(300,25),BCONDW(300,25),CCONDW(300,25) 
COMMON /REAL10/ DCONDW(300.25),ACONDH(300,25},BCONDH(300,25} 
COMMON /REAL10/ CCONDH(300.25},DCONDH(300,25) 
COMMON /REAL10/ EVECW(300},EVECH(300) 
COMMON /TEMP/PCQ,PCC,PCO 
COMMON /ATMOS/ AIRT,AMPT,OEWT,DEWAMP,US,ZO,DAYL,EVAPRE,HEATRE 
COMMON /OUT/ PSIOLD(300),PSINEW(30D),TKOLD(300),TKNEW(300) 
COMMON /OUT/ WTEMP(300,25),AW(300,25),BW(300) 
COMMON /OUT/ HTEHP(300,25),AH(3a0,25),BH(300) 




















C INUATH READS THE NODAL AND ELEMENT SPECIFICATIONS 








c CALCULATE THE INITIAL WATER AND HEAT CONTENTS OF THE 
C SOIL PROFILE. 
C 
DO 7 1=1,NE 
lEL = NEL(I) 
NN(1) = NOOEI(IEL) 
NN(2) = NOOEJ(IEL) 
NN(3) = NOOEK(IEL) 
X(1) = XN00E<NN(1}) 
X<2) = XN0DE(NN(2)) 
X(3) = XN00E(NN(3)) 
2(1) = ZN0DE(NN(1)) 
Z(2) = ZN0DE(NN(2}) 
Z(3) = ZN0DE(NN(3}) 
BD(1) = BDN(NN(1)) 
BD(2) = BDN(NN(2)) 
BD(3) = B0N(NN(3)) 
SATK(I) = SATKN(NN(1)) 
SATK(2) = SATKN(NN(2)) 
SATK(3) = SATKN(NN(3)) 
ALPH(1) = ALPHN(NN<1)) 
ALPH(2) = ALPHN(NN(2)) 
ALPH{3) = ALPHN(NN{3)) 
EN(1) = ENN(NN(1)) 
EN(2) = ENN(NN(2)) 
EN(3) = ENN(NN(3)) 
POROS(I) = 1.0-(B0(1)/PD) 
P0R0S(2) = 1.0-(BD(2)/PD) 
P0R0S(3) = 1.0-(BDC3)/P0) 
THETSd) = POROS(I) 
THETS<2) = P0R0S(2) 
THETS(3) = P0R0S(3) 
THETR(I) = THETRN(NN(1}) 
THETR(2> = THETRN(NN<2)) 
THETR<3) = THETRN(NN(3)) 
PSI(I) = PSIN(NN(1)) 
PS1(2) = PSIN(NN(2)) 
PSI(3) = PSIN(NN(3)} 
TK(1) = TKN<NN(1)) 
TK(2) = TKN(NN(2)) 
TK(3) = TKN(NN(3)) 
VOLAIR(I) = P0R0S{1)-THETA(1) 
V0LAfR(2) = P0R0S<2)-THETA(2) 
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V0LAIR(3) = P0R0S(3)-THETA<3) 
C CALCULATE LIQUID WATER, WATER VAPOR, AND THERMAL PROPERTIES 
DO 5 J=1,3 
CALL VANGEN (ALPH<J),EN<J),PSI(J),THETS<J),THETR(J), 
+ RELK(J),THETA(J),DWDPSI<J)) 
CALL VAPOR (PSI(J),TK(J),RHOV(J),DVDPSI<J),DVDT(J)) 
CALL HEAT (80(J),TH6TA(J),LAMBDA(J),HCAPCJ)) 
5 CONTINUE 
AREA = (X(2)«Z(3)+X<3)*Z(1)+X(1)*Z(2)-
+ X(2)*Z(1)-X(3)*Z(2) X(1)*Z(3))/2.0 
AVGWC = <THETA{1>+THETA<2)+THETA(3»/3.0 
AVGTEM = (TK(1)+TK(2)+TK(3))/3.0 
AVHCAP = (HCAP<1)+HCAP(2)+HCAP(3))/3.0 
ARHOV = (RHOV(1)+RHOV(2)+RHOV(3»/3.0 
AWAIR = (VOLA1R{1)+VOLAIR{2)+VOLAIR{3»/3.0 
TO = 293.15 
HVAP = 2.378E3+((30.54+10.29E-3*<AVGTEM-T0))/I8.015) 
WSTART = WSTART+AREA*«ARHOV*AWAIR/RHOL)+AVGWC) 
HSTART = HSTART+AREA*((AVGTEH*AVHCAP)+(ARHOV»AVVAIR*HVAP)) 
7 CONTINUE 
Q************** 
C ZERO THE TOTAL WATER AND HEAT FLUX CALCULATION 
WFLUXT = 0.0 
HFLUXT = 0.0 
HR o 1.0 










C ZERO THE WATER AND HEAT FLUXES FOR THE TIMESTEP 
WFLUX = 0.0 
HFLUX = 0.0 
C WRITE HEAD AND ZERO GLOBAL MATRICIES 
Q***************** 
IF (NOUT .GT. 2) GOTO 11 
WRITE (10,13) 
13 FORMAT (////10X,37H2. CALCULATION OF ELEMENT PROPERTIES) 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 10 1=1,NP 
DO 20 J=1,NBW 
ACONDW(I,J) = 0.0 
BCONDW(I,J) = 0.0 
CCONDW(I,J) = 0.0 
DCONDW(I,J) = 0.0 
ACONDH(I,J) = 0.0 
BCONDH(I,J) - 0.0 
CCONDH(I,J) = 0.0 
DCONDH(I,J) = 0.0 
WTEHP(I,J) = 0.0 
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HTEHP(I,J) = 0.0 
AU(I,J) = 0.0 
AH(I,J) = 0.0 
20 CONTINUE 
EVECW(I) = 0.0 
EVECH(I) = 0.0 
BU(I) = 0.0 
BH(I) = 0.0 
10 CONTINUE 
C**************** 
C FORM A LARGE DO LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
DO 1000 1=1,NE 
C****** 
C ZERO THE ELEMENTAL WATER AND HEAT FLUX 
C****** 
EUFLUX = 0.0 
EHFLUX = 0.0 
C ASSIGN LOCAL COORDINATES 
lEL = NEL(I) 
NN(1) = NOOEI(IEL) 
NN(2) = NODEJdEL) 
NN(3) = NOOEK(IEL) 
X(1) = XN00E(NN(1)> 
X(2) = XN0DE(NN(2)> 
X(3) = XN00E(NN(3}) 
Z(1) = ZN00E(NN(1)) 
Z(2) = ZN00E(NN(2)) 
Z(3) = ZN00E(NN(3)) 
C**************** • 
C ASSIGN NODAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
BD(1) = BDN(NN(1}) 
BD(2) = BDN(NN(2)) 
BD(3) = BDN(NN(3}) 
SATK(I) = SATKN(NN(1)) 
SATK(2) = SATKN(NN<2)) 
SATK(3) = SATKN(NN(3)) 
ALPH(1> = ALPHN(NN(1)) 
ALPH(2) = ALPHN(NN(2)} 
ALPH(3) = ALPHN(NN(3)) 
EN(1) = ENN(NN(1}} 
EN(2) = ENN(NN(2)} 
EN(3) = ENN(NN(3)} 
POROSd) = 1.0-(BD<1)/PD) 
P0R0S(2) = 1.0-(BD(2)/PD) 
P0R0S{3) = 1.0-(BD<3)/PD) 
THETS(I) = POROSd ) 
THETS(2) = P0R0S(2) 
THETS<3) = P0R0S(3) 
THETR(I) = THETRN(NN(1)) 
THETR(2) = THETRN(NN(2)) 
THETR(3) = THETRN<NN(3)) 
PSId) = PSIN(NN(1)) 
PSI(2) - PSIN(NN(2)) 
PSI(3) = PSIN(NN(3)) 
TKd) = TKN(NNd)) 
TK(2) = TKN(NN(2}) 
TK(3) = TKN(NN(3)) 
IF (ITER .GT. 1) PSId)=(PSI(1)+PSIOLD(NNd)))/2.0 
IF (ITER .GT. 1) PSI(2)=(PSI(2)+PSI0LD(NN(2)))/2.0 
IF (ITER .GT. 1) PSI(3)=(PSI(3)+PSIOLD(NN(3)))/2.0 
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c CALCULATE LIQUID WATER, WATER VAPOR, AND THERMAL PROPERTIES 
DO 40 J=1,3 
CALL VANGEN (ALPH(J),EN(J),PSI(J),THETS(J),THETR(J), 
+ RELK(J),THETA<J),DWOPSI(J» 
CALL VAPOR (PSI(J),TK(J),RHOV(J),DVDPSI{J>,DVDT(J)) 
CALL HEAT (BD(J),THETA(J),LAMBDA(J>,HCAP(J)) 
40 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE ADDITIONAL SOIL PROPERTY INFORMATION 
CPSI = -0.0017 
DUDT(I) = •DWDPSI(1)*EXP(-CPSI«{TK(1)-TK0))*CPSI*PSI(1) 
DWDT(2) = -DWOPSI<2)*EXP(-CPSI*(TK(2)-TKO))*CPSI*PSI<2) 
DWDT(3) = -DWDPSI(3)*EXP(-CPSI*(TK(3)'TK0))*CPSI«PSI(3) 
VOLAIR<1) = P0R0S(1)-THETA(1) 
V0LAIR(2) = POROS(2)-THETA(2) 
V0LAIR(3) = POROS(3)-THETA(3) 
TORT(I) = V0LAIR(1)**(2.0/3.0) 
T0RT(2) = V0LAIR(2)**(2.0/3.0) 
T0RT(3) = V0LAIR(3)**<2.0/3.0) 
DA(I) = 2.088E-3*(TK(1)**2.3) 
DA(2) = 2.088E-3*(TK(2)**2.3) 
DA(3) = 2.088E-3*(TK(3)**2.3) 
DPSIV(I) = «OA<1)*TORT(1)*VOLAtR(1))/RHOL)*DVDPSI<1) 
DPSIV<2) = ({DA(2)*T0RT(2)*V0LAIR(2))/RH0L)*DVDPSI(2) 
DPSIV<3) = ((DA(3)*T0RT(3)*V0LAIR(3))/RH0L)*DVDPSI(3) 
IF (THETA(I) .LE. THETAF) F(1)=P0R0S(1) 
IF (THETA(I) .GT. THETAF) 
+ F(1) = V0LAIR(1)+(V0LAIR(1)/(P0R0S(1)-THETAF))*THETA<1) 
IF (THETA(2) .LE. THETAF) F(2)=P0R0S(2) 
IF (THETA(2) .GT. THETAF) • 
+ F(2) = V0LAIR(2)+(V0LAIR(2)/(P0R0S{2)-THETAF))*THETA(2) 
IF <THETA(3) .LE. THETAF) F(3)=P0R0S(3) 
IF (THETA(3) .GT. THETAF) 
+ F(3) = V0LAIR{3)+(V0LAIR(3)/(P0R0S(3)-THETAF))*THETA(3) 
DTV(1) = <(DA(1)*F(1)*ZETA)/RH0L)*DV0T(1) 
DTV(2) = ((DA(2)*F(2)*ZETA)/RH0L)*0VDT(2) 
DTV(3) = ((DA(3)*F(3)*ZETA)/RH0L)*0VDT(3) 
C************** 
C WRITE ELEMENTAL SOIL PROPERTIES 
IF (NOUT .GT. 0) GOTO 99 
WRITE (10,15) IEL 
15 FORMAT (////10X,27HSOIL PROPERTIES FOR ELEMENT,15) 
WRITE (10,55) 
55 FORMAT (//6X,4HN00E,5X,2HBD,8X,5HP0R0S,7X,6HV0LAIR,7X, 
+ 4HTORT,10X,1HF) 
DO 50 J=1,3 
WRITE (10,57) NN(J),BD(J),POROS(J),VOLAIR(J),TORT(J),F(J) 
57 FORMAT (5X,I5,5G12.5) 
50 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,65) 
65 FORMAT (//6X,4HN00E,4X,4HSATK,7X,4HALPH,11X,2HEN,8X, 
+ 5HTHETS,7X,5HTHETR) 
DO 60 J=1,3 
WRITE (10,67) NN(J).SATK(J).ALPH(J),EN(J).THETS(J),THETR(J) 
67 FORMAT (5X,I5,5G12.5) 
60 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,75) 
75 FORMAT (//6X,4HN00E,5X,3HPSI,9X,4HRELK,7X,5HTHETA,7X, 
* 6HDWDPSI,6X,6HDVDPSI) 
DO 70 J=1,3 
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WRITE (10,77) NN(J),PSI(J),RELK(J),THETA(J),DWDPSI(J),DVDPSI(J) 
77 FORMAT (5X,I5,5G12.5> 
70 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,85) 
85 FORMAT (//6X,4HNOOE,6X,2HTK,9X,4HDVDT,8X,4HRHOV,7X,6HLAMBDA, 
*• 7X,4HMCAP) 
DO 80 J=1,3 
WRITE (10,87) NN(J),TK(J),DVDT(J),RHOV(J),LAMBDA(J),HCAP(J) 




DO 90 J=1,3 
WRITE (10,97) NN(J),OA(J),DPSIV(J),DTV(J) 
97 FORMAT (5X,15,3012.5) 
90 CONTINUE 
99 CONTINUE 
C ZERO BOUNDARY VALUES FOR ELEMENT 








C ASSIGN ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY VALUES AND 
C PARTITION GLOBAL RADIATION INTO EVAPORATIVE 
C FLUX AND SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX 
Q****************** 
IF (NATBV .LE. 0) GOTO 111 
DO 110 K=1,NATBV 
IF (lATBV(K) .NE. lEL) GOTO 110 
DO 120 J=1,3 
JSIDE = INSIDE(K) 
IF (J .NE. JSIDE) GOTO 120 
LSIOE(JSIDE) = JSIDE 
MSIDE(JSIDE) = JSIDE 
GRAD(JSIDE) = GLOBER(K) 
IMUL(JSIDE) = IMULCH(K) 
IF (JSIDE .EG. 1) AVRHOV(JSIDE)=(RHOV(2)+RHOV(1))/2.0 
IF (JSIDE .EQ. 2) AVRHOV(JSIDE)=(RHOV(3)+RHOV(2))/2.0 
IF (JSIDE .EQ. 3) AVRHOV(JSIDE)=(RHOV(1)+RHOV(3))/2.0 
IF (JSIDE .EQ. 1) AVTEMP(JSIDE)=(TK(2)+TK(1))/2.0 
IF (JSIDE .EQ. 2) AVTEMP(JSIDE)=(TK(3)+TK(2))/2.0 
IF (JSIDE .EQ. 3) AVTEMP(JSIDE)=(TK(1)+TK(3))/2.0 
IF (JSIDE .EQ. 1) AVWC(JSIDE)=(THETA(2)+THETA(1))/2.0 
IF (JSIDE .EQ. 2) AVWC(JSIDE)=(THETA(3)+THETA(2))/2.0 
IF (JSIDE .EQ. 3) AVWC(JSIDE)=(THETA(1)+THETA(3))/2.0 






C ASSIGN LOCAL ELEMENT WATER FLOW 
C DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
DO 122 K=1,NWATBV 
IF (lELDIR(K) .NE. lEL) GOTO 122 
Ill 
DO 124 J=1,3 
JSIDE = NSIDE(K) 
IF (J .NE. JSIDE) GOTO 124 
LSIDE(JSIDE) = JSIDE 
BETA(JSIDE) = BETA(JSIDE)+BETAE(K) 
124 CONTINUE 
122 CONTINUE 
C ASSIGN LOCAL ELEMENT HEAT FLOW 
C DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
£*****•**•«***•*•* 
DO 140 K=1,NTEMBV 
IF (ITEMBV(K) .NE. lEL) GOTO 140 
DO 150 J=1,3 
JSIDE = ISIDE(K) 
IF (J .NE. JSIDE) GOTO 150 
MSIDE(JSIDE) = JSIDE 
HBETA(JSIDE) = HBETA(JSIDE)+BETAH(K) 
150 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 
C CALL SUBROUTINE ELEVAT 
C ALL ELEMENT PROPERTIES FOR WATER FLOW 
C ARE OUTPUT FROM ELEWAT 
CALL ELEWAT (IEL.X.Z,NN,RH0V,V0LAIR,DUDPS1.DVDPSI,DWOT, 
+ DVDT,RELK,SATK,DPSIV,DTV,LSIDE,BETA, 
+ EAMW,EBHW,ECHW,EDMW,EEVW,EWFLUX) 
C CALL SUBROUTINE ELHEAT 
C ALL ELEMENT PROPERTIES FOR HEAT FLOW 
C ARE OUTPUT FROM ELHEAT 
CALL ELHEAT (lEL.X.Z.NN.RHOV.VOLAIR.DWDPSI.DVDPSI.DWDT, 
+ DVDT,RELK,SATK,DPSIV,DTV,HCAP,TK,LAMBDA, 
+ MSIDE,HBETA,EAMH,EBMH,ECMH,EDMH,EEVH,EH FLUX) 
C 
C ASSEMBLY OF ELEMENT MATRICIES INTO GLOBAL MATRICIES 
C 
C AWATER,BWATER,CWATER.DWATER,AHEAT.BHEAT,CHEAT.DHEAT 
C ARE GLOBAL COEFFICIENT MATRICIES WHICH ARE TOO 
C LARGE TO STORE 
C 
C ACONDW=CONOENSED GLOBAL COEFFICIENT CAPACITANCE MATRIX 
C FOR THE TIME DERIVATIVE OF WATER FLOW BECAUSE OF 
C MATRIC POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES 
C 
C BCONDW=CONDENSED GLOBAL COEFFICIENT CAPACITANCE MATRIX 
C FOR THE TIME DERIVATIVE OF WATER FLOW BECAUSE OF 
C TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES 
C 
C CCONDW=CONDENSED GLOBAL COEFFICIENT CAPACITANCE MATRIX 
C FOR THE SPACE DERIVATIVE OF WATER FLOW BECAUSE OF 
C MATRIC POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES 
C 
C DCONDW=CONDENSED GLOBAL COEFFICIENT CAPACITANCE MATRIX 
C FOR THE SPACE DERIVATIVE OF WATER FLOW BECAUSE OF 
C TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES 
C 
C ACONDH=CONOENSED GLOBAL COEFFICIENT CAPACITANCE MATRIX 
C FOR THE TIME DERIVATIVE OF HEAT FLOW BECAUSE OF 
C MATRIC POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES 
C 
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C BCONDH=CONDENSED GLOBAL COEFFICIENT CAPACITANCE MATRIX 
C FOR THE TIME DERIVATIVE OF HEAT FLOW BECAUSE OF 
C TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES 
C 
C CCONDH=CONDENSED GLOBAL COEFFICIENT CAPACITANCE MATRIX 
C FOR THE SPACE DERIVATIVE OF HEAT FLOW BECAUSE OF 
C MATRIC POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES 
C 
C DCONDH=CONDENSEO GLOBAL COEFFICIENT CAPACITANCE MATRIX 
C FOR THE SPACE DERIVATIVE OF HEAT FLOW BECAUSE OF 
C TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES 
C 
C EVECW «GLOBAL COLUMN OF THE FORCE TERM FOR WATER FLOW 
C 
C EVECH «GLOBAL COLUMN OF THE FORCE TERM FOR HEAT FLOW 
C 
DO 160 J=1,3 
DO 170 K=1,3 
IROW = NN(J} 
ICOL = NN(K) 
JCOL = ICOL-IROW+1 














C SUM THE ELEMENTAL WATER AND HEAT FLUXES 
C FOR ALL ELEMENTS 
WFLUX = WFLUX + EWFLUX*PERIOO 
HFLUX = HFLUX + EHFLUX*PERIOO 
1000 CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT OF CONDENSED GLOBAL MATRICIES AND COLUMNS 
IF (NOUT .GT. 2) GOTO 189 
CALL WRMATC 
WRITE (10,183) 
183 FORMAT (//10X,38H(GL0BAL HATRICIES JUST AFTER ASSEMBLY)) 
189 CONTINUE 
C INCLUSION OF POINT SOURCES AND SINKS 
C INCLUSION OF WATER SOURCES 




C INCLUSION OF HEAT SOURCES 





C SET OLD VALUES FOR PSI AND TK FOR USE IN THE 
C IMPLICIT FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME FOR 
C SOLUTION OF THE TIME DERIVATIVE 
IF (ITER .GT. 1) GOTO 210 






C ASSEMBLE MATRICIES INTO THE FORM OF Ax=b FOR SOLUTION 
C OF MATRIC POTENTIAL 
C 
C A = CAPACITANCE MATRIX FOR WATER 
C = (1/DELT*AC0NDW) + CCONDU 
C 
C X = UNKNOWN MATRIC POTENTIAL 
C = PSINEW 
C 
C B KNOWN FORCE VECTOR 
C - -(1/DELT*BC0NDW * DCONDW) * TKNEW 
C +(1/DELT * ACONDW) * PSIOLD 
C +(1/DELT • BCONDW) * TKOLD 
C -EVECW 
C 
C PSINEW = MATRIC POTENTIAL AT CURRENT TIME STEP 
C TKNEW = TEMPERATURE AT CURRENT TIME STEP 
C (THE SAME AS TKOLD FOR FIRST ITERATION) 
C PSIOLD = MATRIC POTENTIAL AT PREVIOUS TIME STEP 
C TKOLD = TEMPERATURE AT PREVIOUS TIME STEP 
C 
C (ACONDW,BCONDW,CCONDW,DCONDW,AND EVECW ARE THE 
C CALCULATED FROM PSINEW AND TKNEW FOR EACH ITERATION) 
C 
C 
C CONSTRUCT THE A MATRIX FOR AX=B FOR WATER FLOW 
DO 250 1=1,NP 
DO 260 J=1,NBW 
AW(I,J)=DELINV*ACONDW(I,J) + CCONDW(I,J) 
260 CONTINUE 
250 CONTINUE 
C CONSTRUCT THE B VECTOR OF AX=B FOR WATER FLOW 
C CREATE A TEMPORARY MATRIX 
DO 310 1=1,NP 
DO 320 J=1,NBW 
WTEMP(I,J) = -(DELINV*BCONDW(I,J) + DCONDW(I,J)) 
320 CONTINUE 
310 CONTINUE 
C START ASSEMBLY OF B VECTOR 
C ADD TEMPERATURE FACTOR 
114 
DO 330 1=1,NP 
IROW=I 
BW{IROW)=BW(IROW)+UTEMP<IROW,1)«TKN{IROW) 





IF (JROUU .LT. 1) GOTO 344 
BU(JR0UU)3BW(JR0UU)+UTEMP(JR0UU,JC0LU)*TKN(IR0U) 
344 CONTINUE 





C ADD OLD MATRIC POTENTIAL FACTOR 
DO 350 1=1,NP 
IROU=I 
BU(IROU)=BU(IROW)+DELINV*ACONDU(IROW,1)*PSIOLD(IROW) 





IF (JROWU .LT. 1) GOTO 364 
BU(JROVAJ)=BU(JROUU}+DELINV*ACONDU(JROVAJ,JCOLU)*PSIOLD(IROW) 
364 CONTINUE 





C ADD OLD TEMPERATURE FACTOR 
DO 370 1=1,NP 
IROW=I 
BU(IROW)=BU(IROU)+DELINV*BCONDU(IROU,1)*TKOLD(IROW) 





IF (JROUU .LT. 1) GOTO 384 
BU(JROUU)=BU(JROUU)+DELINV«BCONDU(JROUU,JCOLU)*TKOLD(IROU) 
384 CONTINUE 






C SUBTRACT GLOBAL FORCE VECTOR 
DO 390 1=1,NP 
BW(I)=BU(I)-EVECU(I) 
390 CONTINUE 
IF (NOUT .GT. 2) GOTO 399 
CALL URCOND (AU,BU) 
URITE (10,391) 
391 FORMAT (//10X,44HCONDENSED AU AND BU MATRICIES AFTER ASSEMBLY) 
115 
399 CONTINUE 
C INCLUSION OF PRESCRIBED NODAL VALUES OF HATRIC POTENTIAL 
C INTO GLOBAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX AND COLUMN 
C 
C MODIFY ROW AND COLUMN OF AU MATRIX AND MODIFY 
C ROW OF BW COLUMN 
C 
C IROW = ROW OF PRESCRIBED NODAL VALUE 
C JROU = ROW OF TERM TO BE MOVED TO THE 
C RIGHT SIDE OF EQUAL SIGN 
C JCOL = COLUMN OF AW TERM TO SET TO ZERO 
DO 400 I=1,NPSIBD 
IROW=IBOUND(I) 
C 
C TRANSFER TERMS IN UPPER MATRIX TO RIGHT SIDE 
C 
DO 410 J=2,NBW 
JR0U=IR0W-NBU+J-1 
JC0L=NBU-J+2 





C TRANSFER TERMS IN LOWER MATRIX TO RIGHT SIDE 
C 
DO 420 J=2,NBW 
JR0W=IR0W+J'1 
JCOL=J 




C SET AW TERMS TO ZERO IN IROW AND MODIFY RIGHT HAND SIDE 
C 





C OUTPUT OF ASSEMBLED GLOBAL MATRIX AND COLUMN 
IF (NOUT .GT. 2} GOTO 434 
CALL URCOND (AU,BW) 
WRITE (10,433) 
433 FORMAT (//10X,46HASSEMBLED GLOBAL AU MATRIX AFTER INCLUSION OF , 
* /10X,49HPRESCRIBED NODAL VALUES AND POINT SOURCES (SINKS)} 
434 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATION OF NEW MATRIC POTENTIALS FOR NODES 
C 
CALL GAUSS1 (AW,BW,PSINEW) 
IF (NOUT .GT. 2) GOTO 439 
CALL WRCOND (AW.BW) 
WRITE (10,435) 
435 FORMAT (//1OX,39H(GLOBAL AW MATRIX AFTER FORMULATION OF , 





C ASSEMBLE MATRICIES INTO THE FORM OF Ax=b FOR SOLUTION 
C OF TEMPERATURE 
C 
C A = CAPACITANCE MATRIX FOR TEMPERATURE 
C = (1/DELT*BC0NDH) + DCONDH 
C 
C X = UNKNOWN TEMPERATURE 
C = TKNEW 
C 
C B = KNOWN FORCE VECTOR 
C = -(1/DELT*AC0NDH + CCONDH) * PSINEW 
C +<1/DELT • ACONDH) * PSIOLD 
C +<1/DELT * BCONDH) * TKOLD 
C -EVECH 
C 
C TKNEW = TEMPERATURE AT CURRENT TIME STEP 
C PSINEW = MATRIC POTENTIAL AT CURRENT TIME STEP 
C PSIOLD = MATRIC POTENTIAL AT PREVIOUS TIME STEP 
C TKOLD = TEMPERATURE AT PREVIOUS TIME STEP 
C 
C (ACONDH,BCONDH,CCONDH,DCONDH,AND EVECH ARE THE 





c CONSTRUCT THE A MATRIX FOR AX=B FOR HEAT FLOW 
DO 550 1=1,NP 
DO 560 J=1,NBW 
AH(I,J)=DELINV*BCONDH(I,J) + DC0N0H(I,J) 
560 CONTINUE 
550 CONTINUE 
C CONSTRUCT THE B VECTOR OF AX=B FOR HEAT FLOW 
C*********************** 
C CREATE A TEMPORARY MATRIX 
£***«**•*******•*••*«**• 
DO 610 1=1,NP 
DO 620 J=1,NBW 
HTEMPd.J) = -(DELINV*ACONDH(I,J) + CCONDH(I,J)) 
620 CONTINUE 
610 CONTINUE 
C START ASSEMBLY OF B VECTOR 
C ADD MATRIC POTENTIAL FACTOR 
DO 630 1=1,NP 
1R0W=I 
BH(IROW)=BH(IROW)+HTEMP(IROW,1)*PSINEW(IROW) 





IF (JROWU .LT. 1) GOTO 644 
BH(jROWU)=BH(JROWU)+HTEMP(JROWU,JCOLU)*PSINEW(IROW) 
644 CONTINUE 






C ADD OLD NATRIC POTENTIAL FACTOR 
DO 650 1=1,NP 
IROU=I 
BH(IR0W)=BH(IR0W)+DEL1NV*AC0NDH(IROW,1}*PSIOLD(IROW) 





IF (JROWU .LT. 1) GOTO 664 
BH(JROUU)=BH(JROUU)+OELINV*ACONDH(JRQVAJ,JCOLU)*PSIOLD(IROU) 
664 CONTINUE 





C ADD OLD TEMPERATURE FACTOR 
C*********************** 
DO 670 1=1,NP 
IROW=I 
BN(IR0U)=BH(IR0W)+DELINV*BC0NDH(IR0W,1)*TK0LD(IR0W) 





IF (JROWU .LT. 1) GOTO 684 
BH(JR0WU)=BH(JR0WU)+DEL1NV*BC0NDH(JROWU,JCOLU)*TKOLD(IROW) 
684 ' CONTINUE 






C SUBTRACT GLOBAL FORCE VECTOR 
C*********************** 




C INCLUSION OF PRESCRIBED NODAL VALUES OF TEMPERATURES 




c MODIFY ROW AND COLUMN OF AH MATRIX AND MODIFY 
C ROW OF BH COLUMN 
C 
C IROW = ROW OF PRESCRIBED NODAL VALUE 
C JROW = ROW OF TERM TO BE MOVED TO THE 
C RIGHT SIDE OF EQUAL SIGN 
C JCOL = COLUMN OF AW TERM TO SET TO ZERO 
DO 700 I=1,NTBND 
IROW=NBOUND(I) 
C 
C TRANSFER TERMS IN UPPER MATRIX TO RIGHT SIDE 
118 
c 
DO 710 J=2,NBW 
JR0W=IR0W-NBW+J-1 
JC0L=NBW-J+2 





C TRANSFER TERMS IN LOWER MATRIX TO RIGHT SIDE 
C 
DO 720 J=2,NBW 
JR0W=IR0W+J-1 
JCOL=J 




C SET AH TERMS TO ZERO IN IROW AND MODIFY RIGHT HAND SIDE 
C 





C OUTPUT OF ASSEMBLED GLOBAL MATRIX AND COLUMN 
IF (NOUT .GT. 2) GOTO 734 
CALL WRCOND (AH,BH) 
WRITE (10,733) 
733 FORMAT (//10X,46HASSEMBLED GLOBAL AH MATRIX AFTER INCLUSION OF , 
+ /10X,49HPRESCRIBED NODAL VALUES AND POINT SOURCES (SINKS)) 
734 CONTINUE 
c 
C CALCULATION OF NEW TEMPERATURES FOR NODES 
C 
CALL GAUSS1 (AH,BH,TKNEW) 
IF (NOUT .GT. 2) GOTO 739 
CALL WRCOND (AH,BH) 
WRITE (10,735) 
735 FORMAT (//10X,39H(GLOBAL AH MATRIX AFTER FORMULATION OF , 
+ 22HUPPER TRIANGULAR FORM)) 
739 CONTINUE 





DO 440 1=1,NP 
RDIFW=ABS((PSINEW(INOOE(I))-PSIN(INOOE(I)))/PSINEW(INODE(I))) 
ROIFT=ABS((TtCMEU(IMOOE(I))-TKM(INQOE(I)))/TKNEU(lNOOE(I))) 
IF (RDIFW .GT. GRDIF) GRDIF=RDIFW 
IF (RDIFT .GT. GRDIF) GRDIF=RDIFT 
440 CONTINUE 
C SUM THE FLUXES AT CONVERGENCE FOR EACH TIMESTEP 
IF (GRDIF .LE. EBOUND) WFLUXT = WFLUXT+WFLUX 
IF (GRDIF .LE. EBOUND) HFLUXT = HFLUXT+HFLUX 
119 
IF ((NOUT .GT. 2) .AND. (GRDIF .GT. EBOUND)} GOTO 499 
C CALCULATE THE FINAL WATER CONTENTS OF THE NODES 
C AND CALCULATE THE FINAL WATER CONTENT AND HEAT 
C CONTENT OF THE PROFILE 
WEND = 0.0 
HEND = 0.0 
DO 500 1=1,NE 
lEL = NEL(I) 
NN(1) = NODEKIEL) 
NN(2) = NODEJCIEL) 
NN(3) = NODEK(IEL) 
X(1} = XNOOE(NN(1}) 
X(2) = XN00E(NN(2)) 
X(3) = XN0DE(NN(3)) 
Zd) = ZN00E(NN(1)) 
Z(2> = ZN00E(NN(2)) 
Z(3) = ZN0DE(NN(3)) 
BD(1) = BDN(NN(1)} 
BD(2) = BDN(NN(2}) 
80(3) = BDN(NN(3)) 
SATK(I) = SATKN<NN(1)) 
SATK(2) = SATKN(NN(2)) 
SATK(3) = SATKN(NN(3)) 
ALPH(I) = ALPHN(NN(1)) 
ALPH<2) = ALPHN(NN(2)) 
ALPH(3) = ALPHN(NN(3)} 
EN(1) = ENN(NN(1)} 
EN(2) = ENN(NN(2)) 
EN(3) = ENN(NN(3)) 
POROS(I) = 1.0-(BD(1)/PD) 
P0R0S<2) = 1.0-(BD(2)/PD) 
P0R0S<3) = 1.0-<BD<3)/PD) 
THETS(I) = POROS(I) 
THETS(2) = P0R0S(2) 
THETS(3) = P0R0S(3) 
THETR(I) = THETRN(NN(1)) 
THETR(2) = THETRN(NN(2)) 
THETR(3) = THETRN(NN(3)) 
PSKD = PSIN(NN(1)} 
PSI(2) = PSIN(NN(2)) 
PSI(3) = PS:N(NN(3)) 
TK<1) = TKN(NN(1)) 
TK(2) = TKN(NN(2)) 
TK(3) = TKN(NN(3)) 
VOLAIR(I) = P0R0S(1)-THETA(1) 
V0LAIR(2) = P0R0S(2)-THETA(2) 
V0LAIR(3) = POROS(3)-THETA(3) 
C CALCULATE LIQUID WATER, WATER VAPOR, AND THERMAL PROPERTIES 
DO 505 J=1,3 
CALL VANGEN (ALPH(J),EN(J),PSI<J),THETS(J),THETR<J), 
+ RELK(J),THETA(J),DWOPSI(J)) 
CALL VAPOR (PSI<J),TK<J),RH0V(J),DVDPS1(J),DVDT(J)) 




AVGWC = (THETA(1)+THETA(2)+THETA(3))/3.0 
AVGTEH = (TK(1)+TK(2)+TK(3))/3.0 
AVHCAP = (HCAP(1)+HCAP(2)+HCAP(3))/3.0 
ARHOV = (RH0V(1)+RH0V(2)+RH0V<3))/3.0 
120 
AWAIR = <VOLAIR(1)+VOLAIR<2)+VOUIR(3))/3.0 
TO = 293.15 
HVAP = 2.378E3+((30.54+10.29E-3*<AVGTEM-T0»/18.015) 
WEND = WEND+AREA*((ARHOV*AVVAIR/RHOL)+AVGWC) 
HEND = HEND+AREA*((AVGTEH*AVHCAP)+(ARHOV*AWAIR*HVAP)) 
500 CONTINUE 
c************* 
C CALCULATE THE WATER AND HEAT BALANCE FOR THE 
C TIME PERIOD 
WATBAL=0.0 
HBAL-O.O 
WATBAL = WSTART+WFLUXT-WEND 
WHCONT = (WSTART-WEND)*TK0*4.184 
TOTHT = HFLUXT-WHCONT 
HBAL = HSTART+TOTHT-HEND 
C WRITE OUTPUT OF MATRIC POTENTIAL AND TEMPERATURE 
IF <(NOUT .GT. 3) .AND. (KSTEP .LT.NSTEP)) GOTO 499 
WRITE (10,441) 
441 FORMAT (////10X,32HNOOAL VALUES OF PSI,T,AND VOLWAT) 
WRITE (10,443) 
443 FORMAT (/10X,4HN0OE,10X.3HPSI,10X,1HT,6X,6HVOLWAT) 
DO 480 1=1,NP 
THETSN(INODE(I))=1.0-BDN(INOOE(I))/PD 




DO 470 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,471) INODE(I),PSINEW(INOOE(I)), 
+ TKNEW(IN00E(I))-273.15,V0LWAT(IN00E(I)) 
471 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,3G12.5) 
470 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,447) ITER,OELT 
447 FORMAT (/10X,10HITERATION=,I5,5X,6HTIME= ,G10.5) 
WRITE (10,449) WSTART,WEND,WFLUXT,WATBAL, 
+ HSTART,HEND,HFLUXT,HBAL,TOTHT 




+ /10X,11HTOTAL HEAT=,G12.5/) 
499 CONTINUE 
C WRITE PROGRAM TIME LOCATION TO SCREEN 
IF (GRDIF .GT. EBOUND) GOTO 810 
IF (DELT .LT. HR) GOTO 810 
WRITE (*,851) DELT,ITER 
851 FORMAT (/VlOX,6HTIME= ,G10.5,/10X,10HITERATJON=.15) 
HR = HR+1.0 
810 CONTINUE 
IF (ITER .GE. 50) GOTO 455 
C SET PSI AND TKN TO NEW VALUES 




IF (GRDIF .LE. EBOUND) GOTO 460 
121 
C BEGIN NEW ITERATION 
Q*********************** 
GOTO 19 
C WRITE THE VALUES IF ITERATIONS EXCEED 50 
455 DO 490 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,491) INOOE(I),PSINEW(INOOE(I)), 
+ TKNEWC INOOE<I))-273.15,VOLWAT(INODE(I)) 
491 FORMAT (10X,I5.5X,3G12.5) 
490 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,451) EBOUND,DELT 
451 FORMAT (////10X,23HMORE THAN 50 ITERATIONS,/ 
+ 10X,27HWITHOUT CONVERGANCE TO LESS,/ 
* 10X,4HTHAN,G10.5,15H RELETIVE ERROR 
+ /10X,8HAT TIME ,G10.5) 
460 CONTINUE 
£****•*•••*«*****••***** 
C START NEW TIME STEP 
IF (KSTEP .LT. NSTEP) GOTO 17 








C SUBROUTINE INUATH READS IN INITIAL INFORMATION FOR TDUATHB 
C 
C 
C ******* BE SURE TO RIGHT JUSTIFY ALL INTEGERS ******* 
C ******* IN FORMAT BLOCK. ******* 
C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
C 
C 1.1 TITLE AND GLOBAL PARAMETERS 
C 
C CARD 1. TITLE1 FORMAT<20A4) 
C TITLE1=ANY ALPHANUMERIC STRING FOR TITLE 
C 
C CARD 2. TITLE2 FORMAT(20A4) 
C TITLE2=ANY ALPHANUMERIC STRING FOR TITLE 
C 
C CARD 3. NP,NE FORMAT (215) 
C NP = NUMBER OF NODES 
C NE = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM IS CURRENTLY LIMITED TO NP=300 
C AND NE=300 DUE TO ARRAY DIMENSIONING. THE 
C ARRAY SIZES MAY BE INCREASED BY CHANGING THE 
C APPROPRIATE DIMENSION AND COMMON STATEMENTS. 
C 
Q***************** 
C 1.2 NODAL COORDINATES 
[***********#**«** 
C 
C CARDS 1 THRU NP. INODE.XNODE.ZNODE 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,2G10.1) 
C INOOE=GLOBAL NODE NUMBER 
C XNOOE=X COORDINATE OF NODE 
C ZNODE=Z COORDINATE OF NODE 
C 
C 1.3 ELEMENT/NODE CONNECTIVITY DATA 
C 
C CARDS 1 THRU NE. NEL,NOOEI,NODEJ,NOOEK 
C FORMAT (415) 
C NEL ^ELEMENT NUMBER 
C NOOEI=GLOBAL NUMBER OF FIRST NODE IN ELEMENT 
C NOOEJ=GLOBAL NUMBER OF SECOND NODE IN ELEMENT 
C NODEK=GLOBAL NUMBER OF THIRD NODE IN ELEMENT 
C 
C *** PLEASE REMEMBER TO NUMBER ELEMENTS IN *** 
C *** COUNTER-CLOCKWISE FASHION **** 
C 
C BANDWIDTH IS CURRENTLY LIMITED TO NBW=25 DUE TO 
C ARRAY DIMENSIONING. IT MAY BE INCREASED BY 
C CHANGING THE COMMON/REAL10/ AND COMMON/INPUT/ STATEMENTS. 
C 
C 
C INPUT OF SAND CLAY AND ORGANIC MATTER CONTENTS 
C 
C CARD 1. PCQ,PCC,PCO FORMAT (3G10.5) 
C 
123 
C PCQ = VOLUMETRIC SAND (QUARTZ) CONTENT (M3/H3) 
C PCC = VOLUMETRIC CLAY CONTENT (M3/M3) 




C 1.5 INPUT OF SOIL PARAMETERS AT SPECIFIED NODES 
C************ 
C 
C CARD 1. ISOIL FORMAT (15) 
C 
C IF ISOIL = 1 8D AND SATK ARE THE SAME FOR ALL NODES 
C SO ONLY ONE DATA CARD IS NEEDED. 
C 
C IF ISOIL = 2 BD AND SATK MUST BE INPUT FOR EACH NODE 
C ON A DATA CARD 
C 
C CARD 2. (IF ISOIL = 1) NNODE,BD,SATK 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,2G10.5) 
C 
C NEXT NP CARDS (IF ISOIL = 2) NNOOE,BD,SATK 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,2G10.5) 
C 
C NNODE = NODE NUMBER 
C 
C BD=SOIL BULK DENSITY (G/CM3) 
C 
C SATK = SATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (CM/H) 
C 
C 1.6 INPUT OF VANGENUCHTEN COEFFICIENTS 
C 
C CARD 1. ICOVG FORMAT (15) 
C 
C IF ICOVG = 1 ALPH,EN,THETR ARE THE SAME FOR ALL 
C NODES SO ONLY ONE DATA CARD IS 
C NEEDED. 
C 
C IF ICOVG = 2 ALPH,EN,THETR MUST BE INPUT FOR 
C EACH NODE ON A DATA CARD. 
C 
C CARD 2. (IF ICOVG = 1) NNVG,ALPH,EN,THETR 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,3G10.5) 
C 
C NEXT NP CARDS (IF ICOVG = 2) NNVG,ALPH,EH,THETR 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,3G10.5) 
C 
C NNVG = NODE NUMBER 
C ALPH = VALUE FOR ALPHA IN VANGENUCHTENS MODEL (1/CM) 
C EN = VALUE FOR N ON VANGENUCHTENS MODEL 
C THETR = RESIDUAL WATER CONTENT (M3/M3) 
C**************** 
C 1.7 INPUT OF INITIAL MATRIC POTENTIAL AND TEMPERATURE VALUES 
C**************** 
C 
C CARD 1. IPSIT FORMAT (15) 
C 
C IF IPSIT = 1 INITIAL MATRIC POTENTIAL AND 
C TEMPERATURE IS THE SAME FOR 
C ALL NODES SO ONLY ONE DATA 
C CARD IS NEEDED. 
C 
C IF IPSIT = 2 VALUES FOR PSI AND T MUST BE INPUT 
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C FOR EACH NODE ON A DATA CARD. 
C 
C CARD 2.(IF IPSIT = 1) NICON,PSI,T 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,2G10.5) 
C 
C NEXT NP CARDS (IF IPSIT = 2) NICON,PSI,T 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,2G10.5> 
C 
C NICON = NODE NUMBER 
C PSI = INITIAL WATER MATRIC POTENTIAL (CM) 
C T = INITIAL TEMPERATURE (DEGREES C) 
C 
C (TEMPERATURE T IN DEGREES CELSIUS IS CONVERTED TO 
C DEGREES KELVIN FOR USE IN THE PROGRAM) 
C 
£*•******•••**•** 
C 1.8 INPUT OF PRESCRIBED MATRIC POTENTIAL VALUES 
C 
C CARD 1. NPSIBD FORMAT (IS) 
C 
C NPSIBD = NUMBER OF PRESCRIBED MATRIC POTENTIAL 
C NODAL VALUES. 
C 
C NEXT NPSIBD CARDS IBOUND.PSIBD 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,G10.5) 
C 
C IBOUND = GLOBAL NODE NUMBER 
C PSIBD = PRESCRIBED MATRIC POTENTIAL (CM) 
C 
C 1.9 PRESCRIBED TEMPERATURE NODAL VALUES 
c 
C CARD 1. NTBND FORMAT (15) 
C 
C NTBND = NUMBER OF PRESCRIBED TEMPERATURE NODAL VALUES 
C 
C NEXT NTBND CARDS NBOUND.TBOUND 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,G10.5) 
C 
C NBOUND - GLOBAL NODE NUMBER 
C TBOUND = PRESCRIBED TEMPERATURE (DEGREES C) 
C [***.*«******... 
C 1.10 WATER SOURCES AND SINKS 
C 
C CARD 1. NSINK FORMAT (15) 
C 
C NSINK = NUMBER OF WATER SOURCES AND SINKS 
C 
C NEXT NSINK CARDS ISINK.QSINK 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,G10.5) 
C 
C ISINK = GLOBAL NODE NUMBER OF WATER SINK (SOURCE) 
C QSINK = VALUE OF WATER SINK (SOURCE) (CM/H) 
C 
C 1.11 HEAT SOURCES AND SINKS 
c 
c CARD 1. NHEAT FORMAT (IS) 
C 
125 
C NHEAT = NUMBER OF POINT HEAT SOURCES AND SINKS 
C 
C NEXT NHEAT CARDS IHEAT.OHEAT 
C FORMAT (I5,5X,G10.5) 
C 
C IHEAT = GLOBAL NODE NUMBER OF HEAT SINK (SOURCE) 
C QHEAT = VALUE OF HEAT SINK (SOURCE) (J/H*CM**2) 
C 
C 1.12 WATER FLOW DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY VALUES 
C 
C CARD 1 NWATBV FORMAT (15) 
C 
C NWATBV = NUMBER OF WATER FLOW BOUNDARY BV 
C 
C NEXT NWATBV CARDS lELDIR.NSIDE.BETAE 
C FORMAT (2I5,G10.5) 
G 
C lELDIR - ELEMENT NUMBER OF DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY 
C VALUE 
C NSIDE = LOCAL NUMBER OF SIDE ON BOUNDARY 
C BETAE = VALUE OF WATER FLUX VELOCITY 
C ON BOUNDARY SIDE (CM/H) 
C 
C************** 
C 1.13 HEAT FLOW DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY VALUES 
C************** 
c 
c CARD 1 NTEMBV FORMAT (IS) 
C 
C NTEMBV = NUMBER OF HEAT FLOW DERIVATIVE BV 
C 
C NEXT NTEMBV CARDS ITEMBV,ISIDE.BETAH 
C FORMAT (2I5,G10.5) 
C 
C ITEMBV = ELEMENT NUMBER OF DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY 
C VALUE 
C ISIDE = LOCAL NUMBER OF SIDE ON BOUNDARY 
C BETAH = VALUE OF HEAT FLUX VELOCITY 
C ON BOUNDARY SIDE (J/H*CM**2) 
C 
C 1.14 INPUT OF ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY VALUES 
C 
C 
C CARD 1. NATBV FORHAT(IS) 
C 
C NATBV = NUMBER OF ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY VALUES 
C 
C NEXT NATBV CARDS. lATBV,INSIDE,IMULCH.GLOBER 
C FORMAT (3I5,G10.5) 
C 
C lATBV = ELEMENT NUMBER OF BOUNDARY 
C INSIDE - LOCAL NUMBER OF SIDE ON BOUNDARY 
C IMULCH = MULCH IDENTIFIER (0=BARE S0IL,1=MULCH) 
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C NODAL VALUES, ELEMENT DERIVATIVES, AND INTEGRALS 






COMMON /INPUT/ INOOE(300),XNOOE(300>,ZNOOE(300) 
COmON /INPUT/ NEL(300>,NOOEI(300),NOOEJ(300).N0OEK(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ B0N(300),SATKN(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ ALPHN(300),ENN(300),THETRN(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ PSIN(300),TKN(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ iaOUND(3Q0),PSIBD(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ NBOUND(300),TBOUN0(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ ISINK(300),QSINK(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ IHEAT(300),QHEAT(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ IELOIR<300),NSIOE<300),BETAEC300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ ITEHBV<300),ISIDE(300),BETAH<300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ IATBV(300>,INSIDE(300},IHULCH(300),GLOBER(300) 
COMMON /INPUT/ TIME 
COMMON /ALP10/ TITLE1<20>,TITLE2<20> 
COMMON /INT10/ NP,NE,NBW,NOUT,NPSIBD,NTBND,NSINK,NHEAT 
COMMON /INT10/ NUATBV,NTEMBV,NATBV,NSTEP 
COMMON /TEMP/ PCQ,PCC,PCO 








c 1.1 INPUT AND OUTPUT OF TITLE AND GLOBAL PARAMETERS 
Q************** 
READ (IN,11) TITLE1 
READ (IN,11) TITLE2 
11 FORMAT (20A4) 
READ (IN,12) NP,NE 
12 FORMAT (215) 
CALL HEAD 
WRITE (10,15) 
15 FORMAT (//10X,36H1. INPUT AND OUTPUT OF PROBLEM DATA) 
WRITE (10,16) 
16 FORMAT (////10X,23H1.1. GLOBAL PARAMETERS) 
WRITE (10,17) NP.NE 
17 FORMAT (/10X,15HNUMBER OF NODES,15,/ 
+ 10X,18HNUMBER OF ELEMENTS,15) 
C**************** 
C 1.2. INPUT AND OUTPUT OF NODAL COORDINATES 
c**************** 
WRITE (10,21) 
21 FORMAT (////10X,23H1.2. NODAL COORDINATES, 
+ //10X,5HIN00E,10X,1HX,10X,1HZ) 
DO 20 1=1,NP 
READ (IN,22) INOOE(I),XNODE(I),ZNODE(I) 
22 FORMAT (I5,5X.2G10.1) 
WRITE (10,23) INODE(I),XNODE(I),ZNOOE(I) 
23 FORMAT (10X,I5,7x,2G12.5) 
20 CONTINUE 
Q**************** 
C 1.3. INPUT AND OUTPUT OF ELEMENT/NODE CONNECTIVITY DATA 
WRITE (10,31) 
31 FORMAT (////10X,36H1.3. ELEMENT/NODE CONNECTIVITY DATA, 
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+ //10X,7HELEMENT.15X,5HNOOES) 
DO 30 1=1,NE 
READ (IN,32) NEL(I},NOOEUt).NOOEJ(I).NOOEK(I) 
32 FORMAT (415) 
WRITE (10,33) NEL(I),NODEI(I),NODEJ(I),NODEK(I) 
33 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,3I5) 
30 CONTINUE 
C****************** 
C 1.4. CALCULATE BANDWIDTH OF GLOBAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
C NBW=BANDWIDTH 
N0MAX=0 




IF (NDMAX .LT. NDIF1) NDMAX=NDIF1 
IF (NDMAX .LT. NDIF2) NDMAX=NDIF2 
IF (NDMAX .LT. ND1F3) NDMAX=N0IF3 
40 CONTINUE 
NBW=NDMAX+1 
WRITE (10,41) NBW 
41 FORMAT (//10X,21HCALCULATED BANDWIDTH=,15) 
C 
C 
C INPUT OF SAND CLAY AND ORGANIC MATTER CONTENTS 
C 
WRITE (10,45) 
45 FORMAT (//10X.42HPERCENTAGES SAND, CLAY. AND ORGANIC MATTER) 
READ (IN,46) PCQ,PCC,PCO 
46 FORMAT (3G10.5) 
WRITE (10,47) PCQ,PCC,PCO 
47 FORMAT(/10X,4HPCQ=,G10.5,5X,4HPCC=,G10.5,5X,4HPCO=,G10.5) 
C 1.5 INPUT OF SOIL PARAMETERS AT SPECIFIED NODES 
WRITE (10,51) 
51 FORMAT (////10X,13H1.4 SOIL DATA,//10X,4HN0DE,8X,9HB-DENSITY, 
+ 3X,4HSATK) 
READ (IN,52) ISOIL 
52 FORMAT (15) 
IF (ISOIL .EQ. 1) READ (IN,54) NNODE,BD,SATK 
54 FORMAT (I5,5X,2G10.5) 
DO 50 1=1,NP 
NNOOE=I 
IF (ISOIL .EQ. 1) GOTO 55 




WRITE (10,56) NNOOE,BDN(NNOOE),SATKN(NNOOE) 
56 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X.2G12.5) 
50 CONTINUE 
IF (ISOIL .EQ. 1) WRITE (10,57) ISOIL 
57 FORMAT (//10X,48HBULK DENSITY AND SATK ARE THE SAME FOR ALL NOOES, 
+ /10X,6HISOIL=,I5) 
C 1.6 INPUT OF VANGENUCHTEN COEFFICIENTS 
WRITE (10,61) 
61 FORMAT (////10X,30H1.5 VANGENUCHTEN COEFFICIENTS,/ 
+ /10X,4HNOOE,8X,4HALPH,8X,2HEN,9X,5HTHETR) 
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READ (IN,62) ICOVG 
62 FORMAT (15) 
IF (ICOVG .EQ. 1) READ (IN,64) NNVG,ALPH,EN,THETR 
64 FORMAT (I5,5X,3G10.5) 
DO 60 1=1,NP 
NNVG=I 
IF (ICOVG .EQ. 1) GOTO 65 





WRITE (10,67) NNVG,ALPHN(NNVG),ENN(NNVG), 
+ THETRN(NNVG) 
67 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,3G12.5) 
60 CONTINUE 
IF (ICOVG .EQ. 1) WRITE (10,69) ICOVG 
69 FORMAT (//10X,40HALPH,EN,THETR ARE THE SAME FOR ALL NODES, 
+ /10X,6HICOVG=,I5) 
C 1.7 INPUT OF INITIAL MATRIC POTENTIAL AND TEMPERATURE VALUES 
WRITE (10,71) 
71 FORMAT (////10X,33H1.6 ESTIMATED INITIAL CONDITIONS, 
+ //10X,4HNOOE,10X,3HPSI,10X,1HT) 
READ (IN,72) IPSIT 
72 FORMAT (15) 
IF (IPSIT .EQ. 1) READ (IN,74) NICON,PSI,T 
74 FORMAT (I5,5X,2G10.5) 
DO 70 1=1,NP 
NICON=I 
IF (IPSIT .EQ. 1) GOTO 75 




WRITE (10,77) NICON,PSIN(NICON),TKN(HICON) 
77 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,2G12.5) 
70 CONTINUE 
IF (IPSIT .EQ. 1) WRITE (10,79) IPSIT 
79 FORMAT (//10X,41HESTIMATED INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE THE SAME, 
+ /10X,13HFOR ALL NODES,/10X,6HIPSIT=,15) 
C 1.8 INPUT OF PRESCRIBED MATRIC NODAL VALUES 
C****************** 
WRITE (10,81) 
81 FORMAT (////10X,35H1.8 PRESCRIBED MATRIC NODAL VALUES) 
READ (IN,82) NPSIBD 
82 FORMAT (15) 
IF (NPSIBD .EQ. 0) GOTO 86 
WRITE (10,83) NPSIBD 
83 FORMAT (/10X,41HHUMBER OF PRESCRIBED MATRIC NODAL VALUES=,I5, 
+ /10X,4HNOOE,10X,9HPSI VALUE) 
DO 80 1=1,NPSIBD 
READ (IN,84) IBOUND(I),PSIBD(I) 
84 FORMAT (I5,5X,G10.5) 
WRITE (10,85) 1B0UND(I),PSIB0(I) 
85 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,G12.5) 
80 CONTINUE 
86 IF (NPSIBD .EQ. 0) WRITE (10,87) NPSIBD 
87 FORMAT (43HN0 PRESCRIBED MATRIC NODAL VALUES SPECIFIED, 
+ /10X,7HNPSIBD=,I5) 
Q**************** 
C 1.9 INPUT OF PRESCRIBED TEMPERATURE NODAL VALUES 
130 
WRITE (10,91) 
91 FORMAT <////10X,33H1.9 PRESCRIBED TEMP NODAL VALUES) 
READ (IN,92) NTBND 
92 FORMAT (15) 
IF (NTBND .EQ. 0) GOTO 96 
WRITE (10,93) NTBND 
93 FORMAT (/10X,39HNUMBER OF PRESCRIBED TEMP NODAL VALUES 
+ /10X,4HN00E,10X,10HTEHP VALUE) 
DO 90 1=1,NTBND 
READ (IN,94) NBOUND(I),TBOUND(I) 
94 FORMAT (I5,5X,G10.5) 
TBOUND(I)=TBOUND(I)+273.15 
WRITE (10,95) NBOUND(I),TBOUND(I) 
95 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,G12.5) 
90 CONTINUE 
96 IF (NTBND .EQ. 0) WRITE (10,97) NTBND 
97 FORMAT (41HN0 PRESCRIBED TEMP NODAL VALUES SPECIFIED, 
+ /10X,6HNTBND=,I5) 
C 1.10 INPUT OF WATER SOURCES AND SINKS 
WRITE (10,101) 
101 FORHAT(////10X,29H1.10 WATER SOURCES AND SINKS) 
READ (IN,102) NSINK 
102 FORMAT (15) 
IF (NSINK .LE. 0) GOTO 106 
WRITE (10,103) NSINK 
103 FORMAT (/10X,34HNUHBER OF WATER SOURCES AND SINKS=,I5, 
* /10X,4HN00E,10X,19HS0URCE (SINK) VALUE) 
DO 100 1=1,NSINK 
READ (IN.104) ISINK(I),OSINK(I) 
104 FORMAT (I5,5X,G10.5) 
WRITE (10,105) ISINK(I),QSINK(I) 
105 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,G12,5) 
100 CONTINUE 
106 IF (NSINK .LE. 0) WRITE (10,107) NSINK 
107 FORMAT (25HNO WATER SOURCES OR SINKS, 
+ /10X,6HNSINK=,I5) 
C 1.11 INPUT OF HEAT SOURCES AND SINKS 
WRITE (10,111) 
111 FORMAT (////10X,28H1.11 HEAT SOURCES AND SINKS) 
READ (IN,112) NHEAT 
112 FORMAT (15) 
IF (NHEAT .LE. 0) GOTO 116 
WRITE (10,113) NHEAT 
113 FORMAT (/10X,33HNUMBER OF HEAT SOURCES AND SINKS=,I5, 
+ /10X,4HNOOE,10X,19HSOURCE (SINK) VALUE) 
DO 110 1=1,NHEAT 
READ (IN,114) IHEAT(I),QHEAT(I) 
114 FORMAT (I5,5X,G10.5) 
WRITE (10,115) IHEAT(1),QHEAT(I) 
115 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,G12.5) 
110 CONTINUE 
116 IF (NHEAT .LE. 0) WRITE (10,117) NHEAT 
117 FORMAT (24HNO HEAT SOURCES OR SINKS, 
+ /10X,6HNHEAT=,I5) 
C 1.12 INPUT OF ELEMENT DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY VALUES 
C FOR THE WATER FLOW SOLUTION 
WRITE (10,121) 
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121 FORMAT (////10X,30H1.12 WATER FLOW DERIVATIVE BV) 
READ (IN,122) NWATBV 
122 FORMAT (15) 
IF (NWATBV .LE. 0) GOTO 126 
WRITE (10,123) NWATBV 
123 FORMAT (/10X,35HNUMBER OF WATER FLOW DERIVATIVE BV=,I5, 
* /10X,7HELEMENT,4X,11HSIDE NUMBER,9X,4HBETA) 
DO 120 1=1,NWATBV 
READ (IN,124) IELDIR(I),NSIDE(I),BETAE(I) 
124 FORMAT (215,010.5) 
WRITE (10,125) IELDIR(I),NSIDE(I),BETAE(1) 
125 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,I5,10X,G12.5) 
120 CONTINUE 
126 IF (NWATBV .IE. 0) WRITE (10,127) NWATBV 
127 FORMAT (////10X,33HNO WATER FLOW DERIVATIVE BV GIVEN, 
+ /10X,7HNWATBV=,I5) 
C 1.13 INPUT OF ELEMENT DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY VALUES 
C FOR THE HEAT FLOW PROBLEM 
WRITE (10,131) 
131 FORMAT (////10X,29H1.13 HEAT FLOW DERIVATIVE BV) 
READ (IN,132) NTEMBV 
132 FORMAT (15) 
IF (NTEMBV .LE. 0) GOTO 136 
WRITE (10,133) NTEMBV 
133 FORMAT (/10X,34HNUMBER OF HEAT FLOW DERIVATIVE BV=,I5, 
+ /10X,7HELEMEMT,4X,11HSIDE NUMBER,9X,4HBETA) 
DO 130 1=1,NTEMBV 
READ (IN,134) ITEMBV(I),ISIDE(I),BETAH(I) 
134 FORMAT(2I5.G10.5) 
WRITE (10,135) ITEHBV(I),ISIDE(I),BETAH(I) 
135 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,I5,10X,G12.5) 
130 CONTINUE 
136 IF (NTEMBV .LE. 0) WRITE (10,137) NTEMBV 
137 FORMAT (////10X,32HN0 HEAT FLOW DERIVATIVE BV GIVEN, 
+ /10X,7HNTEMBV=,I5) 
C 1.14 INPUT OF ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
WRITE (10,161) 
161 FORMAT (////10X,32H1.14 ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY VALUE) 
READ (IN,162) NATBV 
162 FORMAT (15) 
IF (NATBV .LE. 0) GOTO 166 
WRITE (10,163) NATBV 
163 FORMAT (/10X,38HNUMBER OF ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY VALUES=,I5, 
+ /10X,7HELEMENT,4X,11HSIDE NUMBER,5X,8HMULCH ID, 
+ 8X,6HGL0BER) 
DO 160 1=1,NATBV 
READ (IN,164) IATBV(I),INSIOE(I),IMULCH(I),GLOBER(I) 
164 FORMAT (3I5,G10.5) 
WRITE (10,165) IATBV(I),INSIDE(I),IHULCH(I),GL08ER(I) 
165 FORMAT (lOX,I5,7X,I5,4X,IS,12X,G12.5) 
160 CONTINUE 
166 IF (NATBV .LE. 0) WRITE (10,167) NATBV 
167 FORMAT (////10X,35HN0 ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY VALUE GIVEN, 
+ /10X,6HNATBV=,I5) 
C READ IN ATMOSPHERIC CONSTANTS 
WRITE (10,171) 
171 FORMAT (//10X,13HAIR CONSTANTS) 
READ (IN,172) AIRT,AMPT,DEWT,DEWAMP 
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172 FORMAT (4010.5) 
WRITE (10,173) 
173 FORMAT (/10X,7HAIRTEMP,4X,13HAIR AMPLITUDE,3X,9HDEW POINT, 
+ 2X,13HDEW AMPLITUDE) 
WRITE (10,175) AIRT,AMPT,DEWT,DEWAHP 
175 FORMAT (10X,4G12.5) 
READ (IN,176) WS,ZO,DAYL,EVAPRE,HEATRE 
176 FORMAT (5010.5) 
WRITE (10,177) 
177 FORMAT (/10X,10HWIND SPEED,2X,12HSURFACE LNTH,2X, 
+ 10HDAY LENGTH,2X,8HEVAP RED,2X,8HHEAT RED) 
WRITE (10,179) WS,ZO,DAYL,EVAPRE,HEATRE 
179 FORMAT (10X,5G12.5) 
C 1.15 OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
C******************** 
WRITE (10,141) 
141 FORMAT (////10X,23H1.15 OUTPUT PARAMETERS) 
READ (IN,142) NOUT 
142 FORMAT (15) 
WRITE (10,143) NOUT 
143 FORMAT (/10X,5HN0UT=,15) 
C 1.16 INPUT NUMBER OF TIME STEPS AND TIME PERIOD 
WRITE (10,151) 
151 FORMAT (////10X,24H1.16 TIME OF SIMULATION) 
READ (IN,152) NSTEP.TIME 
152 FORMAT (I5,5X,G10.5) 
WRITE (10,153) NSTEP,TIME 
153 FORMAT (/10X,21HNUMBER OF TIME STEPS=,I5,5X,11HT0TAL TIHE=,G10,5) 
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c SUBROUTINE HEAD WRITES TITLES ON TOP OF EACH PAGE 
C 
SUBROUTINE HEAD 
COMMON /ALP10/ TITLE1(20),TITLE2(20) 
DATA IN,10/60,61/ 
WRITE (10,13) TITLEI 
13 FORMAT <1H1//10X,20A4) 
WRITE (10,14) TITLE2 






C THE SUBROUTINE VANGEN CALCULATES THE RELETIVE HYDRAULIC 
C CONDUCTIVITY (RELK), VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT AND THE DERIVITIVE 
C D(THETA)/D(PSI) BASED ON THE HATRIC POTENTIAL (PSI) AND 
C PREDETERMINED SOIL PARAMETERS ALPH, EN, THETS, AND THETR 
C USING VANGENUCHTENS EQUATION. 
C 
C THETS=SATURATED WATER CONTENT 
C 
C THETR-RESIDUAL WATER CONTENT 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE VANGEN (ALPH,EN,PSI,THETS,THETR,RELK,THETA,DWDPSI) 
REAL AHN,AHNMO,NUM,DEN,AH,LOWER 




















c SUBROUTINE PR0P2 CALCULATES THE X AND Z GRADIENT 
C TERMS AND AREA FOR A LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
C FUNCTION IN A TRIANGULAR ELEMENT. 
C 
£***•******•**********•************••****************«****•********** 
















c SUBROUTINE VAPOR CALCULATES VAPOR DENSITY (RHOV), D(RH0V)/D(PS1), 
C (DVDPSI), AND D(RH0V)/0(T) (DVDT) FOR A GIVEN MATRIC POTENTIAL 
C (PSI) AND TEMPERATURE (TK). UNITS ARE CM AND DEGREES K 
C 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 


































C SUBROUTINE HEAT CALCULATES THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (LAMBDA) 
C AND VOLUMETRIC HEAT CAPACITY (HCAP) FROM BULK DENSITY AND 





PD = 2.65 
LAMDAA = 0.904 
LAMDAO = 316.31 
LAMDAW = 20.64 
LAMDAO = 9.04 
LAMDAC - 105.44 
GA = 0.150 
GB = 0.150 
GC = 1.0-GA-GB 
RATI00 = LAMDAO/LAMDAA 
RATlow = LAMDAW/LAMDAA 
RATIOO = LAMDAO/LAMDAA 
RATIOC = LAMDAC/LAMDAA 
KO = (1.0/(1.0+(RATIOQ-1.0)*GA)+1.0/(1.0+(RATIOQ-1.0)*GB) 
+ +1.0/(1.0+(RATIOO-1.0)*GC))/3.0 
KW = (1.0/(1.0+(RATIOW-1.0)*GA)+1.0/(1.0+{RATI0W-1.0)*GB) 
+ +1.0/(1.0+(RATIOW-1.0)*GC))/3.0 
KO = (1.0/(1.0+(RATIOO-1.0)*GA)+1.0/(1.0+(RATIOO-1.0)*GB) 
+ +1.0/(1.0+(RATIOO-1.0)*GC))/3.0 
KC = (1.0/(1.0+(RATIOC-1.0)*GA)+1.0/(1.0+(RATIOC-1.0)*GB) 
+ +1.0/(1.0+(RATIOC-1.0)*GC))/3.0 
VS = BD/PD 
VO = VS*PCO 
VO = VS*PC0*(2.65/1.3) 
VC = VS-VO-VO 
W = 1-VS 
VA = W-THETA 
IF (VA .LE. 0.0) VA = 0.0 
LAMBDA =1.25*((K0*V0*LAM0AQ + KW*THETA*LAMDAW + KO*VO*LAMDAO 
+ + KC*VC*LAMDAC + VA*LAMDAA) 
+ /(KQ*VQ+KW*THETA+KO*VO+KC*VC+VA)) 







C SUBROUTINE ATMOBC PARTITIONS THE GLOBAL RADIATION OF THE 
C ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY CONDITION INTO EVAPORATIVE FLUX 
C AND SOIL SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX. 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE ATMOBC <NOUT,DELT,GRAD,AVRHOV,AVTEMP,AVWC, 
+ IMUL,BETA,HBETA) 









DAY = AINT(DELT/24.0) 
SN = 12.0+(DAY*24.0) 
TA I R=AI RT+AMPT*S IN (P1+2. 0*P I *0ELT/24 ) 
TKA = TAIR+273,15 
TOEW = 0EUT+DEUAMP*SIN(PI+2.0*PI*DELT/24) 
TKDEU = TDEU+273.15 
RA = LOG(200.0/20)**2/<0.16*US) 
AIRDEN = 1.293E-3/(1.0+(TAIR*3.67E-3)) 
AL=0.35-AVWC 
IF (AVWC .LE. 0.10) AL=0.25 
IF (AVWC .GE. 0.25) AL=0.10 
EMISS=0.9+0.18*AVWC 
IF (EMISS .GT. 1.0) EMISS=1.0 
RG = (PI/2.0)*(GRAD/DAYL)*SIN((DELT-SN+(DAYL/2.0))*(PI/DAYL)) 












IF (IMUL .GE. 1) HBETA = HBETA*(1.0-HEATRE) 
IF (NOUT .GT. 2) GOTO 99 
WRITE (10,10) DELT,RG,RNET,BETA,LE,HBETA 
10 FORMAT (//10X,5HHOUR=,G12.5,/10X,17HGLOBAL RADIATION=,G12.5, 
+ /10X,14HNET RADIATION=,G12.5,/10X,12HEVAPORATION=, 
+ G12.5,/10X,12HLATENT HEAT=,G12.5,/10X, 







SUBROUTINE MESSAGE (NP.NSTEP) 
IF ((NP .GT. 50) .AND. (NSTEP .GE. 10.0)) WRITE (10,10) 
10 FORMAT (//////////10X,23HGO HAVE A CUP OF COFFEE,/10X, 







c SUBROUTINE CAPAC CALCULATES THE VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT 
C AND HEAT CAPACITY FOR CALCULATION OF WATER CONTENT AND 
C HEAT CONTENT FOR THE SOIL PROFILE BASED ON SOIL PROPERTIES 




SUBROUTINE CAPAC (ALPHN,ENN,PSINEW,THETSN,THETRN,BD, 
+ VOLWAT.HCAPN) 
COMMON /TEMP/ PCO,PCC,PCO 
REAL LOWER 
P0=2.65 
PSIPOS = -PSINEW 
IF (PSIPOS .LT. 0.0) PSIPOS = 0.0 
EN = 1.0-(1.0/ENN) 
UPPER = THETSN-THETRN 
LOWER = (1.0+(ALPHN*PSIPOS)**ENN)*4EM 
VOLWAT = THETRN+(UPPER/LOWER) 
VS = BD/PD 
VQ = VS*PCO 
VO = VS*PCO*(2.65/1.3) 
VC = VS-VO-VO 











C SUBROUTINE ELHEAT CALCULATES THE ELEMENT COEFFICIENT 
C MATRICIES AND COLUMNS FOR A LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
C FUNCTION ON A TRIANGULAR ELEMENT IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
C FOR THE HEAT FLOW PART OF THE COUPLED HEAT AND 
C WATER FLOW PROBLEM. 
C 
C 
C THE LUMPED FORMULATION OF THE STORTAGE MATRICIES USES 













COMMON /INT10/ NP,NE,NBW,N0UT,NPSIBD,NTBND,NSINK,NHEAT 
COMMON /INT10/ NWATBV,MTEHBV 







W = 78.0*PCC 
C CALCULATION OF ELEMENT COEFFICIENT MATRICIES 
C AND COLUMNS 
c 
C CALCULATION OF INTERPOLATION FUNCTION PROPERTIES 
C B=X GRADIENT TERMS 
C C=Z GRADIENT TERMS 
C AREA=ELEMENT AREA 
CALL PR0P2 (X,Z,B,C,AREA) 
IF (AREA .LE. 0.0) WRITE (10,11) IEL 
11 FORMAT (//lOX.ISHAREA OF ELEMENT,15,2X, 
+ 26HLESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO,/10X, 
+ 34HP0SSIBLY NODES ARE OUT OF SEQUENCE) 
IF (AREA .LE. 0.0) GOTO 9999 
C***************** 
C CALCULATION OF MATRIC COEFFICIENTS 
DO 10 1=1,3 















C ASSEMBLE ELEMENT HATRICIES 
DO 20 1=1,3 
DO 30 J=1,3 
I f  (I .EQ. J) 
+ EAHH(I,J)=(AREA/3.0)/ 
+ ((1.0/COAMH(1)+1.0/C0AMH(2)+1.0/COAHH(3))/3.0) 
IF (I .EQ. J) 
+ EBMH(I,J)=(AREA/3.0}/ 
+ «1.0/COBMH(1 )+1 .0/COBHH(2)+1 .0/COBMH(3))/3.0) 
IF (I .NE. J) EAMH(I,J)=0.0 






EEVHd )=(AC0EVH/2.0)*C( I ) 
20 CONTINUE 
C ADD DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
DO 40 1=1,3 
IF (HSIDE(I) .LE. 0} GOTO 40 
IF (HSIDE(I) .EQ. 1) GOTO 41 
IF (MSIDE(I) .EQ. 2) GOTO 42 
IF (MSIDE(I) .EQ. 3} GOTO 43 
GOTO 40 
C 




























C OUTPUT OF ELEMENT MATRICIES AND COLUMNS 
C 
C*. 
IF (NOUT .GT. 0) GOTO 999 
C WRITE ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY DATA AND NODAL COORDINATES 
WRITE (10,111) lEL 
111 FORMAT <////10X,30HELEMENT PROPERTIES FOR ELEMENT,15) 
WRITE (10,114) 
114 FORMAT (/10X,42HELEMENT CONNECTIVITY AND NODAL COORDINATES) 
WRITE (10,112) 
112 FORMAT (10X,7HELEHENT,5X,4HNOOE,6X,1HX,9X,1HZ) 
DO 110 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,113) IEL,NN(I),X(I),Z(I) 
113 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,I5,2G12.4) 
110 CONTINUE 
C WRITE ELEMENT INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS 
WRITE (10,134) 
134 FORMAT (/10X,31HELEMENT INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS) 
WRITE (10,132) 
132 FORMAT (10X,4HNODE,10X,1HB,11X,1HC) 
DO 130 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,133) NN(I),B(I),C(I) 
133 FORMAT (10X,I5.5X,2G12.5) 
130 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,131) AREA 
131 FORMAT (10X,5HAREA=,G12.5) 
IF (AREA .LT. 0.0) WRITE (10,136) 
136 FORMAT (/10X,42HCALCULATED AREA LESS THAN ZERO SO ELEMENT/, 
+ 53HN0DE CONNECTIVITY DATA IS PROBABLY NUMBERED CLOCKWISE) 
C WRITE ELEMENT DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
ISUM=MSI0E(1)+MSIDE(2)+MSIDE(3) 
IF (ISUM .LE. 0) WRITE (10,141) 
141 FORMAT ( /10X.43HNO DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITION IN ELEMENT) 
IF (ISUM .GE. 1) WRITE (10,142) 
142 FORMAT ( 10X,4HSIDE,10X,5HHBETA) 
DO 140 1=1,3 
IF (MSIDE(I) .LE. 0) GOTO 143 
WRITE (10,144) MSIDE(I),HBETA(I) 
144 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,G12.5) 
143 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 
C WRITE ELEMENT COEFFICIENT MATRICIES AND COLUMN 
Q****************** 
WRITE (10,153) 
153 FORMAT(/10X,25HELEMENT A MATRIX FOR HEAT) 
WRITE (10,151) 
151 FORMAT (10X,4HN0DE,16X,17HA MATRIX FOR HEAT) 
DO 150 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,152) NN(I),(EAMH(I,J),J=1,3) 
152 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,3G12.5) 
150 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,163) 
163 FORMAT(/10X,25HELEMENT B MATRIX FOR HEAT) 
WRITE (10,161) 
161 FORMAT (10X,4HNOOE,16X,17HB MATRIX FOR HEAT) 
145 
DO 160 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,162) NN<I),(EBHH(I,J),Jr1,3) 
162 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,3G12.5) 
160 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,173) 
173 FORMAT(/10X,25HELEMENT C MATRIX FOR HEAT) 
WRITE (10,171) 
171 FORMAT <10X,4HNOOE,16X,17HC MATRIX FOR HEAT) 
00 170 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,172) NN(I),(ECHH(I,J),J=1,3) 
172 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,3G12.5) 
170 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,183) 
183 F0RMAT(/10X,25HELEMENT D MATRIX FOR HEAT) 
WRITE (10,181) 
181 FORMAT (10X,4HNOOE,16X,17HD MATRIX FOR HEAT) 
DO 180 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,182) NH(I),(EDHH(I,J),J=1,3) 
182 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,3G12.5) 
180 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,193) 
193 FORMAT (/10X,14HELEMENT COLUMN) 
WRITE (10,191) 
191 FORMAT(10X,4HNOOE,5X,6HCOLUMN) 
DO 190 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,192) NN(I),EEVH(I) 













C SUBROUTINE ELEWAT CALCULATES THE ELEMENT COEFFICIENT 
C NATRICIES AND COLUMNS FOR A LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
C FUNCTION ON A TRIANGULAR ELEMENT IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
C FOR THE WATER FLOW PART OF THE COUPLED HEAT AND 
C WATER FLOW PROBLEM. 
C 
C 
C THE LUMPED FORMULATION OF THE STORTAGE MATRICIES USES 











COMMON /INT10/ NP,NE,NBW,NOUT,NPSIBD,NTBND,NSINK,NHEAT 
COMMON /INT10/ NWATBV.NTEMBV 
DATA IN,10/60,61/ 
DATA RHOL/0.998/ 
C CALCULATION OF ELEMENT COEFFICIENT MATRICIES 
C AND COLUMNS 
c 
Q***************** 
C CALCULATION OF INTERPOLATION FUNCTION PROPERTIES 
C B=X GRADIENT TERMS 
C C=Z GRADIENT TERMS 
C AREA=ELEMENT AREA 
CALL PR0P2 <X,Z.B,C,AREA) 
IF (AREA .LE. 0.0) WRITE (10,11) lEL 
11 FORMAT (//10X,15HAREA OF ELEMENT,15,2X, 
+ 26HLESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO,/10X, 
+ 34HP0SSIBLY NODES ARE OUT OF SEQUENCE) 
IF (AREA .LE. 0.0) GOTO 9999 
C CALCULATION OF MATRIC COEFFICIENTS 












C ASSEMBLE ELEMENT MATRICIES 
147 
DO 20 1=1,3 
DO 30 J=1,3 
IF (I .EQ. J) 
+ EAMW(I,J)=(AREA/3.0)/ 
+ ((1.0/C0AMW(1)+1.0/COAHW(2)+1.0/C0AHW(3))/3.0) 
IF (I .EQ. J) 
+ EBHU(l,J>=(AREA/3.0)/ 
+ «1.0/COBMU(1>+1.0/C0BHW(2)+1.0/C0BMU(3»/3.0> 
IF (I .NE. J) EAMW(I,J)=0.0 






EEVU(I) = (AC0EVW/2.0)*C<I) 
20 CONTINUE 
C ADD DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
DO 40 1=1,3 
IF (LSIDE(I) .LE. 0) GOTO 40 
IF (LSIDE(I) .EQ. 1) GOTO 41 
IF (LSIDEd) .EQ. 2) GOTO 42 
IF (LSIDEd) .EQ. 3) GOTO 43 
GOTO 40 
C 









C DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITION ON SIDE 2 
C 
42 CONTINUE 
















C OUTPUT OF ELEMENT MATRICIES AND COLUMNS 
C 
C***************************************************,************ 
IF (NOUT .GT. 0) GOTO 999 
c******************** 
C WRITE ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY DATA AND NODAL COORDINATES 
Q******************** 
WRITE (10,111) lEL 
111 FORMAT (////10X,30HELEMENT PROPERTIES FOR ELEMENT,15) 
148 
WRITE (10,114) 
114 FORMAT (/10X,42HELEMENT CONNECTIVITY AND NODAL COORDINATES) 
WRITE (10,112) 
112 FORMAT (10X,7HELEHENT,5X,4HN00E,6X,1HX,9X,1HZ) 
DO 110 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,113) IEL,NN(I),X(I),Z(I) 
113 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,15,2012.4) 
110 CONTINUE 
C WRITE ELEMENT INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS 
WRITE (10,134) 
134 FORMAT (/10X,31HELEMENT INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS) 
WRITE (10,132) 
132 FORMAT (10X,4HNOOE,10X,1HB,11X,1HC) 
DO 130 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,133) NN(I),B(I),C(I) 
133 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,2G12.5) 
130 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,131) AREA 
131 FORMAT (10X,5HAREA=,G12.5) 
IF (AREA .LT. 0.0) WRITE (10,136) 
136 FORMAT (/10X.42HCALCULATED AREA LESS THAN ZERO SO ELEMENT/, 
* 53HN0DE CONNECTIVITY DATA IS PROBABLY NUMBERED CLOCKWISE) 
C WRITE ELEMENT DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
ISUM=LSIDE(1)+LSIDE(2)+LSIDE(3) 
IF (ISUM .LE. 0) WRITE (10,141) 
141 FORMAT ( /10X,43HNO DERIVATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITION IN ELEMENT) 
IF (ISUM .GE. 1) WRITE (10,142) 
142 FORMAT ( 10X,4HSIDE,10X,4HBETA) 
DO 140 1=1,3 
IF (LSIDE(I) .LE. 0) GOTO 143 
WRITE (10,144) LSIOE(I),BETA(I) 




C WRITE ELEMENT COEFFICIENT MATRICIES AND COLUMN 
C****************** 
WRITE (10,153) 
153 F0RMAT(/10X,26HELEMENT A MATRIX FOR WATER) 
WRITE (10,151) 
151 FORMAT (10X,4HNOOE,16X,18HA MATRIX FOR WATER) 
DO 150 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,152) NN(I),(EAHW(I,J),J=1,3) 
152 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,3G12.5) 
150 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,163) 
163 FORMAT(/10X,26HELEMENT B MATRIX FOR WATER) 
WRITE (10,161) 
161 FORMAT (10X,4HN0DE,16X,18HB MATRIX FOR WATER) 
DO 160 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,162) NN(I),(EBMW(I,J),J=1,3) 
162 FORMAT (IPX,I5,5X,3G12.5) 
160 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,173) 
173 FORMAT(/10X,26HELEMENT C MATRIX FOR WATER) 
WRITE (10,171) 
171 FORMAT (10X,4HNODE,16X,18HC MATRIX FOR WATER) 
DO 170 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,172) NN(I),(ECMW(I,J),J=1,3) 




183 FORHAT(/10X,26HELEHENT 0 MATRIX FOR WATER) 
WRITE (10,181) 
181 FORMAT (10X,4HNOOE,16X,18HD MATRIX FOR WATER) 
00 180 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,182) NN(I),(EDHW(I,J),J=1,3) 
182 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,3G12.5) 
180 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,193) 
193 FORMAT (/10X,14HELEMENT COLUMN) 
WRITE (10,191) 
191 FORMAT(10X,4HNOOE,5X,6HCOLUMN) 
00 190 1=1,3 
WRITE (10,192) NN(I),EEVW(I) 










c SUBROUTINE URCOND WRITES OUT THE ACOND MATRIX AND 
C F COLUMN 
C 
SUBROUTINE WRCOND (ACOND.F) 
COMMON /ALP10/ TITLE1(20),TITLE2(20) 
COMMON /INT10/ NP,NE,NBU,N0UT,NPSI8D,NTBND,NSINK,NHEAT 
COMMON /INT10/ NWATBV.NTEMBV 
DIMENSION ACOND(300,25),F(300),T(300) 
DATA IN,10/60,61/ 
IF (NOUT .GT. 1) GOTO 999 
WRITE (10,501) 
501 FORMAT (////1X,28H3. GLOBAL MATRIX AND COLUMN) 
WRITE (10,533) 
533 FORMAT (////10X,35H3.1. CONDENSED GLOBAL COEFFICIENT 
+ ,14H(AC0ND) MATRIX) 
WRITE (10,535) 
535 FORMAT ( /10X,4HNO0E,20X,5HACOND) 
DO 510 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,511) I,(AC0ND(I,J),J=1,NBU) 
511 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,6G12.5) 
510 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,534) 
534 FORMAT (////10X,21H3.2. GLOBAL F COLUMN) 
WRITE (10,537) 
537 FORMAT ( /10X,4HNOOE,12X,1HF) 
DO 520 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,521) I,F(I) 












C SUBROUTINE WRHATC WRITES OUT THE CONDENSED HATRICIES AND 
C FORCE VECTORS 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
COMMON /ALP10/ TITLE1(20),TITLE2(20) 
COMMON /INT10/ NP,NE.NBW,NOUT,NPSIBD,NTBND,NSINK.NHEAT 
COMMON /INT10/ NWATBV,NTEMBV 
COmON /REALIO/ ACONDW(300,25),BCONDW(300,25),CCONDW(300,25) 
COMMON /REALIO/ DCONDW(300,25),ACONDH(300,25),BCONDH(300,25) 
COMMON /REALIO/ CCONDH(300,25),DCONDH(300,25) 
COmON /REALIO/ EVECU(300),EVECH(300) 
DATA IN,10/60,61/ 
IF (NOUT .GT. 1) GOTO 999 
WRITE (10,101) 
101 FORMAT (////10X,32H3. GLOBAL HATRICIES AND COLUMNS) 
WRITE (10,103) 
103 FORMAT (////10X,23HCONDENSED ACONDW MATRIX) 
WRITE (10,105) 
105 FORMAT (/10X,4HNOOE,20X,6HACONDW) 
DO 100 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,107) I,(AC0NDW(I,J),J=1,NBW) 
107 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,6G12.5) 
100 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,203) 
203 FORMAT (////10X.23HCONDENSEO BCONDW MATRIX) 
WRITE (10,205) 
205 FORMAT (/10X,4HNOOE,20X,6HBCONDW) 
DO 200 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,207) I,(BC0NDW(I,J),J=1,NBW) 
207 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,6G12,5) 
200 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,303) 
303 FORMAT (////10X,23HCONDENSE0 CCONDW MATRIX) 
WRITE (10,305) 
305 FORMAT (/10X,4HNODE,20X,6HCCONDW) 
DO 300 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,307) I,(CC0NDW(I,J),J=1,NBW) 
307 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,6G12.5) 
300 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,403) 
403 FORMAT (////10X,23HCONDENSED DCONDW MATRIX) 
WRITE (10,405) 
405 FORMAT (/10X,4HN0OE,20X,6HDCONDW) 
DO 400 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,407) I,(DC0NDW(I,J),J=1,NBW) 
407 FORMAT (10X,15,10X,6G12.5) 
400 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,503) 
503 FORMAT (////10X,23HC0NDENSED ACONDH MATRIX) 
WRITE (10,505) 
505 FORMAT (/10X,4HNOOE,20X,6HACONDH) 
DO 500 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,507) I,(AC0NDH(I,J),J=1,NBW) 
507 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,6G12.5) 
500 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,603) 
603 FORMAT (////10X,23HCONDEHSEO BCONDH MATRIX) 
152 
WRITE (10,605) 
60S FORMAT (/10X,4HNOOE,20X,6HBCONDH) 
DO 600 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,607) I,(BC0NDH(I,J),J=1,NBW) 
607 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,6G12.5) 
600 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,703) 
703 FORMAT (////10X,23HC0NDENSED CCONOH MATRIX) 
WRITE (10,705) 
705 FORMAT (/10X,4HNOOE,20X,6HCCONDH) 
00 700 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,707) I,(CC0NDH(I,J),J=1,NBW) 
707 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,6G12.5) 
700 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,803) 
803 FORMAT (////10X,23HC0NDENSED DCONDH MATRIX) 
WRITE (10,805) 
805 FORMAT (/10X,4HNOOE,20X,6HDCONDH) 
DO 800 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,807) I,(DC0NDH(I,J),J=1,NBW) 
807 FORMAT (10X,I5,10X,6G12.5) 
800 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,903) 
903 FORMAT (////10X,31HGL0BAL EVECW WATER FORCE VECTOR) 
WRITE (10,905) 
905 FORMAT (/10X,4HN00E.10X,5HEVECW) 
DO 910 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,907) I.EVECWd) 
907 FORMAT (10X,I5,5X,G12.5) 
910 CONTINUE 
WRITE (10,913) 
913 FORMAT (////10X,30HGLOBAL EVECH HEAT FORCE VECTOR) 
WRITE (10,915) 
915 FORMAT (/10X,4HN00E,10X,5HEVECH) 
DO 920 1=1,NP 
WRITE (10,917) I,EVECH(I) 






APPENDIX C. DATA SETS FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 
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1 6 10 
10 6 11 
1 2 6 
6 2 11 
2 7 11 
11 7 12 
2 3 7 
7 3 12 
3 8 12 
12 8 13 
3 4 8 
8 4 13 
4 9 13 
13 9 14 
4 5 9 
9 5 14 
10 15 19 
19 15 20 
10 11 15 
15 11 20 
11 16 20 
20 16 21 
11 12 16 
16 12 21 
12 17 21 
21 17 22 
12 13 17 
17 13 22 
13 18 22 




































































































































































































































































159 85 86 90 
160 90 86 95 
0.03 0.35 0.05 
1 
1 1.20 0.71 
1 
1 0.0405 1.211 
1 
















1 3 0.0 
16 2 0.0 
17 3 0.0 
32 2 0.0 
33 3 0.0 
48 2 0.0 
49 3 0.0 
64 2 0.0 
65 3 0.0 
80 2 0.0 
81 3 0.0 
96 2 0.0 
97 3 0.0 
112 2 0.0 
113 3 0.0 
128 2 0.0 
129 3 0.0 
144 2 0.0 
145 3 0.0 
160 2 0.0 
20 
1 3 0.0 
16 2 0.0 
17 3 0.0 
32 2 0.0 
33 3 0.0 
48 2 0.0 
49 3 0.0 
64 2 0.0 
65 3 0.0 
80 2 0.0 
81 3 0.0 
96 2 0.0 
97 3 0.0 
112 2 0.0 
113 3 0.0 
128 2 0.0 
129 3 0.0 
144 2 0.0 
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31 13 14 18 
32 18 14 23 
33 19 24 28 
34 28 24 29 
35 19 20 24 
36 24 20 29 
37 20 25 29 
38 29 25 30 
39 20 21 25 
40 25 21 30 
41 21 26 30 
42 30 26 31 
43 21 22 26 
44 26 22 31 
45 22 27 31 
46 31 27 32 
47 22 23 27 
48 27 23 32 
49 28 33 37 
50 37 33 38 
51 28 29 33 
52 33 29 38 
53 29 34 38 
54 38 34 39 
55 29 30 34 
56 34 30 39 
57 30 35 39 
58 39 35 40 
59 30 31 35 
60 35 31 40 
61 31 36 40 
62 40 36 41 
63 31 32 36 
64 36 32 41 
65 37 42 46 
66 46 42 47 
67 37 38 42 
68 42 38 47 
69 38 43 47 
70 47 43 48 
71 38 39 43 
72 43 39 48 
73 39 44 48 
74 48 44 49 
75 39 40 44 
76 44 40 49 
77 40 45 49 
78 49 45 50 
79 40 41 45 
80 45 41 50 
81 46 51 55 
82 55 51 56 
83 46 47 51 
84 51 47 56 
85 47 52 56 
86 56 52 57 
87 47 48 52 
88 52 48 57 
89 48 53 57 
90 57 53 58 
91 48 49 53 
92 53 49 58 
93 49 54 58 
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3 0 2 
3 0 2 
168 
154 3 0 












TWO-D WATER AND HEAT FLOW 
4 IN HALF DIMENSION RIDGE 
64 94 
1 0.0 0.0 
2 10.0 0.0 
3 20.0 0.0 
4 30.0 0.0 
5 40.0 0.0 
6 0.0 10.0 
7 10.0 10.0 
8 20.0 10.0 
9 30.0 10.0 
10 40.0 10.0 
11 0.0 20.0 
12 10.0 20.0 
13 20.0 20.0 
14 30.0 20.0 
15 40.0 20.0 
16 0.0 30.0 
17 10.0 30.0 
18 20.0 30.0 
19 30.0 30.0 
20 40.0 30.0 
21 0.0 40.0 
22 10.0 40.0 
23 20.0 40.0 
24 30.0 40.0 
25 40.0 40.0 
26 0.0 50.0 
27 10.0 50.0 
28 20.0 50.0 
29 30.0 50.0 
30 40.0 50.0 
31 0.0 60.0 
32 10.0 60.0 
33 20.0 60.0 
34 30.0 60.0 
35 40.0 60.0 
36 0.0 67.5 
37 10.0 67.5 
38 20.0 67.5 
39 30.0 67.5 
40 40.0 67.5 
41 0.0 75.0 
42 10.0 75.0 
43 20.0 75.0 
44 30.0 75.0 
45 40.0 75.0 
46 0.0 82.5 
47 10.0 82.5 
48 20.0 82.5 
49 30.0 82.5 
50 40.0 82.5 
51 0.0 90.0 
52 10.0 90.0 
53 20.0 90.0 
54 30.0 90.0 
55 40.0 90.0 
56 0.0 95.0 
57 10.0 95.0 
58 20.0 95.0 
59 40.0 95.0 
60 30.0 97.5 
61 0.0 100.0 
63 
64 
1 1 7 
2 1 2 
3 2 8 
4 2 3 
5 3 9 
6 3 4 
7 4 10 
8 4 5 
9 6 12 
10 6 7 
11 7 13 
12 7 8 
13 8 14 
14 8 9 
15 9 15 
16 9 10 
17 11 17 
18 11 12 
19 12 18 
20 12 13 
21 13 19 
22 13 14 
23 14 20 
24 14 15 
25 16 22 
26 16 17 
27 17 23 
28 17 18 
29 18 24 
30 18 19 
31 19 25 
32 19 20 
33 21 27 
34 21 22 
35 22 28 
36 22 23 
37 23 29 
38 23 24 
39 24 30 
40 24 25 
41 26 32 
42 26 27 
43 27 33 
44 27 28 
45 28 34 
46 28 29 
47 29 35 
48 29 30 
49 31 37 
50 31 32 
51 32 38 
52 32 33 
53 33 39 
54 33 34 
55 34 40 
56 34 35 
57 36 42 
58 36 37 
59 37 43 
60 37 38 







































































































































































40 2 0.0 
41 3 0.0 
48 2 0.0 
49 3 0.0 
56 2 0.0 
57 3 0.0 
64 2 0.0 
65 3 0.0 
72 2 0.0 
73 3 0.0 
80 2 0.0 
81 3 0.0 
88 2 0.0 
89 3 0.0 
94 3 0.0 
24 
1 3 0.0 
8 2 0.0 
9 3 0.0 
16 2 0.0 
17 3 0.0 
24 2 0.0 
25 3 0.0 
32 2 0.0 
33 3 0.0 
40 2 0.0 
41 3 0.0 
48 2 0.0 
49 3 0.0 
56 2 0.0 
57 3 0.0 
64 2 0.0 
65 3 0.0 
72 2 0.0 
73 3 0.0 
80 2 0.0 
81 3 0.0 
88 2 0.0 
89 3 0.0 
94 3 0.0 
4 
87 2 0 2. 10E3 
93 2 0 2. 10E3 
91 2 0 2. 10E3 
94 2 0 2. 10E3 
21.0 5.0 




14.0 0.0 0.0 
TUO-D WATER AND HEAT FLOW 
8 IN HALF DIMENSION RIDGE 
70 104 
1 0.0 0.0 
2 10.0 0.0 
3 20.0 0.0 
4 30.0 0.0 
5 40.0 0.0 
6 0.0 10.0 
7 10.0 10.0 
8 20.0 10.0 
9 30.0 10.0 
10 40.0 10.0 
11 0.0 20.0 
12 10.0 20.0 
13 20.0 20.0 
14 30.0 20.0 
15 40.0 20.0 
16 0.0 30.0 
17 10.0 30.0 
18 20.0 30.0 
19 30.0 30.0 
20 40.0 30.0 
21 0.0 40.0 
22 10.0 40.0 
23 20.0 40.0 
24 30.0 40.0 
25 40.0 40.0 
26 0.0 50.0 
27 10.0 50.0 
28 20.0 50.0 
29 30.0 50.0 
30 40.0 50.0 
31 0.0 60.0 
32 10.0 60.0 
33 20.0 60.0 
34 30.0 60.0 
35 40.0 60.0 
36 0.0 70.0 
37 10.0 70.0 
38 20.0 70.0 
39 30.0 70.0 
40 40.0 70.0 
41 0.0 75.0 
42 10.0 75.0 
43 20.0 75.0 
44 30.0 75.0 
45 40.0 75.0 
46 0.0 80.0 
47 10.0 80.0 
48 20.0 80.0 
49 30.0 80.0 
50 40.0 80.0 
51 0.0 85.0 
52 10.0 85.0 
53 20.0 85.0 
54 30.0 85.0 
55 40.0 85.0 
56 0.0 90.0 
57 10.0 90.0 
58 20.0 90.0 
59 30.0 90.0 
60 40.0 90.0 
61 0.0 95.0 
174 
62 10.0 95.0 
63 20.0 95.0 
64 30.0 95.0 
65 0.0 100.0 
66 10.0 100.0 
67 20.0 100.0 
68 0.0 105.0 
69 10.0 105.0 
70 0.0 110,0 
1 1 7 6 
2 1 2 7 
3 2 8 7 
4 2 3 8 
5 3 9 8 
6 3 4 9 
7 4 10 9 
8 4 5 10 
9 6 12 11 
10 6 7 12 
11 7 13 12 
12 7 8 13 
13 8 14 13 
14 8 9 14 
15 9 15 14 
16 9 10 15 
17 11 17 16 
18 11 12 17 
19 12 18 17 
20 12 13 18 
21 13 19 18 
22 13 14 19 
23 14 20 19 
24 14 15 20 
25 16 22 21 
26 16 17 22 
27 17 23 22 
28 17 18 23 
29 18 24 23 
30 18 19 24 
31 19 25 24 
32 19 20 25 
33 21 27 26 
34 21 22 27 
35 22 28 27 
36 22 23 28 
37 23 29 28 
38 23 24 29 
39 24 30 29 
40 24 25 30 
41 26 32 31 
42 26 27 32 
43 27 33 32 
44 27 28 33 
45 28 34 33 
46 28 29 34 
47 29 35 34 
48 29 30 35 
49 31 37 36 
50 31 32 37 
51 32 38 37 
52 32 33 38 
53 33 39 38 
54 33 34 39 
55 34 40 39 
56 34 35 40 
57 36 42 41 
58 36 37 42 
59 37 43 42 
60 37 38 43 
61 38 44 43 
62 38 39 44 
63 39 45 44 
64 39 40 45 
65 41 47 46 
66 41 42 47 
67 42 48 47 
68 42 43 48 
69 43 49 48 
70 43 44 49 
71 44 50 49 
72 44 45 50 
73 46 52 51 
74 46 47 52 
75 47 53 52 
76 47 48 53 
77 48 54 53 
78 48 49 54 
79 49 55 54 
80 49 50 55 
81 51 57 56 
82 51 52 57 
83 52 58 57 
84 52 53 58 
85 53 59 58 
86 53 54 59 
87 54 60 59 
88 54 55 60 
89 56 62 61 
90 56 57 62 
91 57 63 62 
92 57 58 63 
93 58 64 63 
94 58 59 64 
95 59 60 64 
96 61 66 65 
97 61 62 66 
98 62 67 66 
99 62 63 67 
100 63 64 67 
101 65 69 68 
102 65 66 69 
103 66 67 69 
104 68 69 70 
0.03 0.35 0.05 
1 1.20 0.71 
1 0.0405 1.211 






































































































































14.0 .0.0 0.0 
3-D WATER AND HEAT FLOW 
IN HALF DIMENSION RIDGE 
80 122 
1 0.0 0.0 
2 10.0 0.0 
3 20.0 0.0 
4 30.0 0.0 
5 40.0 0.0 
6 0.0 10.0 
7 10.0 10.0 
8 20.0 10.0 
9 30.0 10.0 
10 40.0 10.0 
11 0.0 20.0 
12 10.0 20.0 
13 20.0 20.0 
14 30.0 20.0 
15 . 40.0 20.0 
16 0.0 30.0 
17 10.0 30.0 
18 20.0 30.0 
19 30.0 30.0 
20 40.0 30.0 
21 0.0 40.0 
22 10.0 40.0 
23 20.0 40.0 
24 30.0 40.0 
25 40.0 40.0 
26 0.0 50.0 
27 10.0 50.0 
28 20.0 50.0 
29 30.0 50.0 
30 40.0 50.0 
31 0.0 60.0 
32 10.0 60.0 
33 20.0 60.0 
34 30.0 60.0 
35 40.0 60.0 
36 0.0 70.0 
37 10.0 70.0 
38 20.0 70.0 
39 30.0 70.0 
40 40.0 70.0 
41 0.0 75.0 
42 10.0 75.0 
43 20.0 75.0 
44 30.0 75.0 
45 40.0 75.0 
46 0.0 80.0 
47 6.7 80.0 
48 13.3 80.0 
49 20.0 80.0 
50 26.6 80.0 
51 33.3 80.0 
52 40.0 80.0 
53 0.0 85.0 
54 6.7 85.0 
55 13.3 85.0 
56 20.0 85.0 
57 26.6 85.0 
58 33.3 85.0 
59 40.0 85.0 
60 0.0 90.0 




















1 1 7 
2 1 2 
3 2 8 
4 2 3 
5 3 9 
6 3 4 
7 4 10 
8 4 5 
9 6 12 
10 6 7 
11 7 13 
12 7 8 
13 8 14 
14 8 9 
15 9 15 
16 9 10 
17 11 17 
18 11 12 
19 12 18 
20 12 13 
21 13 19 
22 13 14 
23 14 20 
24 14 15 
25 16 22 
26 16 17 
27 17 23 
28 17 18 
29 18 24 
30 18 19 
31 19 25 
32 19 20 
33 21 27 
34 21 22 
35 22 28 
36 22 23 
37 23 29 
38 23 24 
39 24 30 
40 24 25 
41 26 32 
42 26 27 
43 27 33 
44 27 28 





















































































































































28 29 34 
29 35 34 
29 30 35 
31 37 36 
31 32 37 
32 38 37 
32 33 38 
33 39 38 
33 34 39 
34 40 39 
34 35 40 
36 42 41 
36 37 42 
37 43 42 
37 38 43 
38 44 43 
38 39 44 
39 45 44 
39 40 45 
41 47 46 
41 42 47 
42 48 47 
42 43 48 
43 49 48 
43 50 49 
43 44 50 
44 51 50 
44 45 51 
51 45 52 
46 54 53 
46 47 54 
47 55 54 
47 48 55 
48 56 55 
48 49 56 
49 57 56 
49 50 57 
50 58 57 
50 51 58 
51 59 58 
51 52 59 
53 61 60 
53 54 61 
54 62 61 
54 55 62 
55 63 62 
55 56 63 
56 64 63 
56 57 64 
57 65 64 
57 58 65 
58 59 65 
60 67 66 
60 61 67 
61 68 67 
61 62 68 
62 69 68 
62 63 69 
63 70 69 
63 64 70 
64 65 70 
66 72 71 
66 67 72 









































































































































































TUO-D WATER AND HEAT 
BIN FULL RIDGE PROBLEM 
122 200 
1 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 20.0 
3 0.0 40.0 
4 0.0 60.0 
5 0.0 70.0 
6 0.0 80.0 
7 0.0 90.0 
8 0.0 100.0 
9 0.0 105.0 
10 0.0 110.0 
11 10.0 80.0 
12 10.0 90.0 
13 10.0 95.0 
14 10.0 100.0 
15 10.0 105.0 
16 20.0 0.0 
17 20.0 20.0 
18 20.0 40.0 
19 20.0 60.0 
20 20.0 70.0 
21 20.0 80.0 
22 20.0 85.0 
23 20.0 90.0 
24 20.0 95.0 
25 20.0 100.0 
26 30.0 80.0 
27 30.0 85.0 
28 30.0 90.0 
29 30.0 95.0 
30 40.0 0.0 
31 40.0 20.0 
32 40.0 40.0 
33 40.0 60.0 
34 40.0 70.0 
35 40.0 80.0 
36 40.0 85.0 
37 40.0 90.0 
38 50.0 80.0 
39 50.0 85.0 
40 50.0 90.0 
41 50.0 95.0 
42 60.0 0.0 
43 60.0 20.0 
44 60.0 40.0 
45 60.0 60.0 
46 60.0 • 70.0 
47 60.0 80.0 
48 60.0 85.0 
49 60.0 90.0 
50 60.0 95.0 
51 60.0 100.0 
52 70.0 80.0 
53 70.0 90.0 
54 70.0 95.0 
55 70.0 100.0 
56 70.0 105.0 
57 80.0 0.0 
58 80.0 20.0 
59 80.0 40.0 
60 80.0 60.0 
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131 74 87 
132 74 88 
133 75 88 
134 75 89 
135 76 89 
136 76 82 
137 76 90 
138 82 90 
139 77 82 
140 77 83 
141 78 83 
142 78 84 
143 79 84 
144 79 85 
145 80 85 
146 82 91 
147 82 92 
148 83 92 
149 83 93 
150 84 93 
151 86 98 
152 87 98 
153 87 99 
154 88 99 
155 88 100 
156 89 100 
157 89 101 
158 90 101 
159 90 94 
160 90 102 
161 94 102 
162 91 94 
163 92 94 
164 92 95 
165 93 95 
166 93 96 
167 94 103 
168 95 103 
169 95 104 
170 96 104 
171 96 105 
172 97 105 
173 97 106 
174 98 113 
175 99 113 
176 99 114 
177 100 114 
178 100 115 
179 101 115 
180 101 116 
181 102 116 
182 102 108 
183 102 117 
184 108 117 
185 103 108 
186 104 108 
187 104 109 
188 105 109 
189 106 109 
190 106 110 
191 107 110 
192 107 111 
193 108 118 

































































195 109 119 110 
196 110 119 120 
197 110 120 111 
198 111 120 112 
199 112 120 121 
200 112 121 122 
0.03 0.35 0.05 
2 
1 1.31 1.21 
2 1.31 1.21 
3 1.31 1.21 
4 1.31 1.21 
5 1.31 1.21 
6 1.21 14.95 
7 1.21 14.95 
8 1.21 14.95 
9 1.21 14.95 
10 1.21 14.95 
11 1.21 14.95 
12 1.21 14.95 
13 1.21 14.95 
14 1.21 14.95 
15 1.21 14.95 
16 1.31 1.21 
17 1.31 1.21 
18 1.31 1.21 
19 1.31 1.21 
20 1.31 1.21 
21 1.31 1.21 
22 1.31 1.21 
23 1.31 1.21 
24 1.31 1.21 
25 1.31 1.21 
26 1.31 1.21 
27 1.31 1.21 
28 1.31 1.21 
29 1.31 1.21 
30 1.31 1.21 
31 1.31 1.21 
32 1.31 1.21 
33 1.31 1.21 
34 1.31 1.21 
35 1.31 1.21 
36 1.31 1.21 
37 1.31 1.21 
38 1.31 1.21 
39 1.31 1.21 
40 1.31 1.21 
41 1.31 1.21 
42 1.31 1.21 
43 1.31 1.21 
44 1.31 1.21 
45 1.31 1.21 
46 1.31 1.21 
47 1.31 1.21 
48 1.31 1.21 
49 1.31 1.21 
50 1.31 1.21 
51 1.31 1.21 
52 1.21 14.95 
53 1.21 14.95 
54 1.21 14.95 
55 1.21 14.95 
56 1.21 14.95 
57 1.31 1.21 
58 1.31 1.21 
59 1.31 1.21 
60 1.31 1.21 
61 1.31 1.21 
62 1.21 14.95 
63 1.21 14.95 
66 1.21 14.95 
65 1,21 14.95 
66 1.21 14.95 
67 1,21 14.95 
68 1,21 14.95 
69 1,21 14.95 
70 1,21 14.95 
71 1.21 14.95 
72 1.31 1.21 
73 1.31 1.21 
74 1.31 1.21 
75 1.31 1.21 
76 1.45 0.065 
77 1.45 0.065 
78 1.45 0.065 
79 1.45 0.065 
80 1.45 0.065 
81 1.45 0.065 
82 1.45 0.065 
83 1.45 0.065 
84 1.45 0.065 
85 1.45 0.065 
86 1.31 1.21 
87 1.31 1.21 
88 1.31 1.21 
89 1.31 1.21 
90 1.45 0.065 
91 • 1.45 0.065 
92 1.45 0.065 
93 1.45 0.065 
94 1.45 0.065 
95 1.45 0.065 
96 1.45 0.065 
97 1.45 0.065 
98 1,31 1.21 
99 1.31 1.21 
100 1.31 1.21 
101 1.31 1.21 
102 1.45 0.065 
103 1.45 0.065 
104 1.45 0.065 
105 1.45 0.065 
106 1.45 0.065 
107 1.45 0.065 
108 1.21 14.95 
109 1.21 14.95 
110 1.21 14.95 
111 1.21 14.95 
112 1.21 14.95 
113 1.31 1.21 
114 1.31 1.21 
115 1.31 1.21 
116 1.31 1.21 
117 1.31 1.21 
118 1.21 14.95 
119 1.21 14.95 
120 1.21 14.95 
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3 • 0.0 
3 0.0 
3 0.0 
3 0.0 
3 0.0 
3 0.0 
3 0.0 
3 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
0 
15 
193 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
0 1.93E3 
5.0 16.4 
1.0 14.0 
2.0 
0.0 0.0 
14.0 
